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The Clash of Ideas on the Farm: Two Views

By GreGory HirsHman

As an elite university home to some 
of the best and brightest young minds in 
the country, stanford should be an ideal 
place to foster intellectual and political 
discourse and should encourage stu-
dents to challenge one another’s views 
on a wide range of issues.  unfortunately, 
its atmosphere is often hostile to the free 
expression of conservative views and re-
stricts debate on many issues.

Although conservative views on is-
sues like taxation may be expressed 
without fear of intimidation, conserva-
tive students will often not speak out 
on other topics, especially those dealing 
with race or sexual orientation.  stu-
dents who are against affirmative action 
risk being labeled “racists.”  students 
who oppose gay marriage may be called 
“bigots.”  students who argue in favor of 
“don’t ask, don’t tell” may be branded 
“homophobes.”  As a result, even con-
servatives who are normally outspoken 
and enjoy debate fear speaking openly 
about issues such as race and sexual ori-
entation.  most conservatives prefer to 
remain silent rather than risk being os-
tracized.  When a conservative chooses 
to say something that is “politically in-
correct,” he lowers his voice, so that no 
one can overhear the conversation.  He 
also makes certain that the person to 
whom he is speaking is a conservative, 
or at least a liberal who is tolerant of op-
posing viewpoints whom he trusts will 
not expose his ideas to more narrow-
minded colleagues.

even after four years at stanford, i 

continue to be amazed to see how self-
conscious conservatives are when mak-
ing politically unpopular remarks.  They 
confront a politically stifling conformity 

of opinion, and they feel that they risk 
social isolation, or, in some cases, even 
discrimination in grading if their true 
opinions become widely known.  At a 
university which prides itself on toler-
ance and diversity, this is highly ironic.  
like liberals, conservatives deserve to 
be regarded as people of good will who 
hold political opinions worthy of dis-
cussion and analysis, and not to be dis-
missed immediately as bigots who wish 
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stanford is unquestionably marked 
by a largely liberal student and professor 

population.  However, contrary to mr. 
Hirshman’s assertions, students with 
conservative viewpoints on campus are 
neither condemned nor silenced.  Those 
conservatives who claim that their polit-
ical opinions are unwelcome at stanford 
are simply unprepared to foster a mi-
nority opinion and are overly sensitive 
to the implications of their deviations 
from the majority.

Although the politically conservative 
are clearly outnumbered, i fail to see the 
hostility that mr. Hirshman claims that 

liberals exhibit toward conservatives on 
campus.  conservative students are free 
to express their opinions on all topics 
ranging from the tax system to affirma-
tive action to gay marriage in informal 
debate and, when appropriate, in the 
classroom.  Admittedly, subjects on the 
social end of the spectrum are often 
more sensitive because of their current 
prevalence in the media and the person-
al implications of these issues, and in the 
heat of a political debate, proponents of 
either end of the political spectrum are 
liable to over-identify with their opinion 
and take personal offense to opposition.  
At a venue like stanford, where one 
party significantly surpasses the other 
in number, an advocate of the minority 
opinion will inevitably feel cornered and 
intimidated by his adversaries.  But this 
is absolutely not a commentary on the 
prevention of freedom of speech, but 
rather a reflection of the demographic at 
stanford.  
    college students in America represent 
a highly liberal sector of the population 
to begin with, and stanford’s location, in 
northern california, makes this statistic 
even more dramatic.  given the topic 
of gay marriage, the regional opinion is 
clearly in favor of legalization, and the 
student population mirrors this com-
mon liberal standpoint.  A conservative 
student arguing, without any reason-
able justification, that gay marriage is an 
abomination might easily be met with 
angry responses and perhaps the hos-
tility that mr. Hirshman refers to in his 
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Conservatives on campus may feel intimidated to speak out on 
controversial issues.  Is this because they have doubts about their 

beliefs, or is it because Stanford appears hostile to their views?
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imprisoning our state Budgets
Why we should rethink life sentences

By jimmy tHreatt

The united states currently incarcer-
ates approximately 2.3 million people, 
more than any other country in the 
world. perhaps more shocking is the fact 
that the prison population of the united 
states has increased approximately 500% 
over the last thirty years. While the issue 
of capital punishment receives a great 
deal of attention, the massive size of the 
prison population within the united 
states is often overlooked. A significant 
part of the reason why we have such a 
large prison population is that certain 
states, like california, have increasingly 
large numbers of people serving life sen-
tences. life sentences may seem attrac-
tive because they supposedly isolate the 
most dangerous criminals from society 
and deter people from committing seri-

ous crimes. However, life sentences do 
not effectively fulfill these goals, and the 
resulting larger prison populations lead 
to deteriorating prison conditions and 
create significant financial burdens for 
state governments.

The primary reasons for sentencing 
individuals to life terms are to isolate 
them from society and to deter others 
from committing crimes. it has been 
well documented that as prisoners age, 
they become much less likely to com-
mit crimes if released from prison. 
Thus, imprisoning fifty and sixty year 
old people for crimes they committed in 
their twenties does little, if anything, to 
prevent crime because a vast majority of 
those prisoners would not commit any 
crime if released into society. 

life sentences are similarly ineffective 
in deterring other people from commit-

ting crimes. There has been a great deal 
of research concerning the deterrence of 
capital punishment, and much of it is in-
conclusive: if there is a deterrent effect, 
it is fairly small. Based on this evidence, 
it seems reasonable to suggest that life 
in prison sentences may similarly lack a 
strong deterrent effect, raising questions 
about their effectiveness.

The most significant impact of life 
sentences is that over time, the prison 
population tends to increase because 
more prisoners will be added to the 
system than are released. This is espe-
cially true when, as in some states like 
california, there is a dramatic increase 
in the frequency with which people are 
sentenced to life terms. These enlarged 
prison populations lead to overcrowded 

Editor’s Note
The Cardinal Principle is a publica-

tion on the Stanford campus dedicated 
to promoting freedom of expression in 
civil discourse. It is neither a conserva-
tive nor a liberal publication. Rather, it 
prints articles from all political view-
points to stimulate debate on campus.

With 24 articles and 2 interviews, 
this issue features debates on the situ-
ation in Libya and Stanford’s openness 
to conservative views as well as discus-
sions with Steve Westly and Condoleez-
za Rice. I encourage anyone who wishes 
to comment on any of the articles to do 
so on our blog at www.TheCardinal-
Principle.com. For more information 
about The Cardinal Principle, please 
visit our blog, or e-mail us at ghirsh-
man@stanford.edu.
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By jamin Ball

every year stanford’s incoming class 
of freshmen possesses a wide variety of 
talents.  in the first week before school 
during nso in memorial Auditorium, 
students become aware of many of the 
noble accomplishments of some of their 
peers.  Among my class are olympic 
athletes, entrepreneurs, and political 
advisors.  it seemed as if every student 
contained a specific talent.  While these 
talents are extraordinary, they were no 
doubt developed through the guidance 
of older, more experienced teachers or 
mentors.   For my fellow classmates, 
these mentors have proved priceless and 
indispensible.  

However, once college begins, most 
students will move away from home and 
live in a foreign city, far from the prox-
imity of the previous mentors.  This can 
often be a defining time for most stu-
dents as they begin to live independently 
and do things more on their own.  no 
longer will they live under the shadow of 
their parents.  Their lives will truly be-
gin to be their own.  one of the great as-
pects of stanford is that it offers students 
many different paths on which they 
can live their new lives.  The variety of 
classes offered is immense compared to 
that of high school.  For many students 
the list of classes can be very intimidat-
ing.  There is a lot of pressure put on 
stanford students as soon as school be-
gins to begin taking the correct classes 
that will lead to future jobs and work.   
However, a lot of students enter stanford 
with only a broad list of interests and no 
sense of what specific classes will appeal 
to them.  in confusing times like these, 
students previously turned to their par-
ents or mentor for guidance.  unfortu-
nately, these parents and mentors are 
often back home, nowhere near school, 
which forces students to guide their own 

life.  This transition of becoming inde-
pendent does not need to be sharp, and 
stanford provides students with multiple 
counselors for assistance.  However, the 
advising system at stanford does not 
adequately aid students in exploring the 
vast amount of opportunities available to 
them at stanford.   

Before students declare their major at 

stanford they have a pre-major advisor 
and an academic advisor.  This appears 
sufficient, yet most students remain un-
satisfied with the guidance they receive.  
The pre-major advisor serves as an ex-
cellent, more experienced person to talk 
with about your time at school, but they 
offer no guidance when it comes to what 
classes to enroll in.  The pre-major advi-

sor is mainly someone to talk to about 
any broad potential problems a student 
may be having.  on the other hand, meet-
ings with the academic advisor are rare, 
and students lack a personal relationship 
with their advisor.  The lack of familiarity 
between the academic advisors and their 
students makes it difficult for students to 
receive specific help with regard to class 
selection.  As freshman connor Barnett 
stated, “The current advising system 
provides students with inadequate guid-
ance, both with regard to specific class 
selection and important life decisions.  it 
needs to be reformed and should incor-
porate comprehensive exposure to all of 
stanford’s diverse academic offerings, es-
pecially given stanford’s unique empha-
sis on interdisciplinary education and 
research.”  This sums up the pre-major 
advising system.

unfortunately, freshmen are unable 
to familiarize themselves with the class 
lists prior to registration, and their advi-
sors are unable to help due to their lack 
of knowledge about the available classes.  
The most effective advisor is one who at-
tended stanford and went through the 
process of selecting classes.  A system 
should be implemented where students 
have the opportunity to visit panels from 
a variety of majors, where a representa-
tive from each major is present and avail-
able to describe all the classes for the ma-
jor.  However, it’s not necessary for every 
individual major to have a representative 
present.  it would suffice to have a repre-
sentative from the most prominent ma-
jors in the engineering, math, science, 
humanities, and social sciences depart-
ments.  A panel like this could easily be 
organized during nso, the week prior 
to the beginning of classes.  This panel 
would effectively introduce students to 
prospective classes and majors and set 
them on the right track to begin their 
college experience.   n

before students 
declare their major at 
Stanford, they have a 
pre-major advisor and 
an academic advisor. 
while this system 
appears sufficient, 
most students remain 
unsatisfied with the 
guidance they receive. 
Therefore, students 
should also have the 
opportunity to visit 
panels from a variety 
of majors, where 
a representatitve 
from each major is 
present and available 
to describe all the 
classes for the major.
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By HarsH Govil

inflation today is commanding extra 
attention from policymakers worldwide.  
While the growth economies of the de-
veloping world are thinking of taming 
rising inflation, the matured economy 
of the us is using quantitative easing to 
mitigate the threat of deflation. manag-
ing inflation is important as prices, wag-
es, consumer spending, and business in-
vestment decisions are some of the final 
outcomes directly related to inflation 
expectations. The anticipated response 
of the chinese government to control 
the spiraling domestic inflation and its 
impact on slowing the global trade are 
making investors nervous across the 
globe.

inflation expectations play a key role 
in the working of monetary policy, and 
hence central banks carefully monitor 
the public’s inflation expectations.  Any 
breach of policy from the determined 
inflation targets is taken very seriously. 
However, accurate measurement of in-
flation in the traditional sense has been 
made difficult with the increased spec-
ulation in commodities markets, the 
global impact of geo-political events, 
and the advent of online transactions 
that have changed the way we buy and 
sell goods.

in current times when anything other 
than real time information is considered 
stale, the traditional measure of infla-

tion, the consumer price index (cpi), 
released monthly by the Bureau of labor 
statistics (Bls), surveys prices and gen-
erates the index. But this data is released 
about halfway through the following 
month, and its reliance on a pre-deter-
mined basket of goods often makes it 
unresponsive to the ground conditions.  

An attempt to address the respon-
siveness to real market conditions was 
made with the talk about core cpi. Tra-
ditional cpi has evolved over the years 
following the increased susceptibility of 
certain critical commodities to experi-
ence short term volatility in prices that 
was not clearly linked to the traditional 
market forces of demand and supply. 
many policymakers now talk about 
“core cpi inflation” which is cpi exclud-
ing food and energy.  The recent spike in 
oil prices consequent to the libyan cri-
ses is a case in point. Blocking out large 
unusual changes in prices helps policy 
makers identify the underlying trend in 
inflation. Then there is the ‘median cpi’ 
and ‘trimmed mean cpi’ calculated by 

By asHley Hansen

it’s on everyone’s minds these days. 
Any American who has visited a gas 
pump recently understands what a seri-
ous financial burden it is to drive from A 
to B. As oil prices soar higher and high-
er, Americans scramble to find a cleaner, 
cheaper alternative fuel. environmen-
talists support natural gas as an effective 
way to slow down the effects of global 
warming. This premature support for 
natural gas drilling as a way to wean our 
country off its foreign oil dependency is 
now transitioning into a dangerous situ-
ation for years to come.

Although natural gas may slow down 
climate change, the process to obtain the 
gas has environmental issues of its own. 
Hydraulic Fracturing (better known 
as Fracking) is done by injecting vast 
amounts of water mixed with sand and 
chemicals deep into the earth in order 
to fracture the rocks and release the gas. 
The potential damage to our environ-
ment from the release of these chemi-
cals and mishandling of the waste is un-
known to us today—but more serious 
than what the environmental protection 
Agency (epA) had originally believed. 

Fracking releases about 596 different 
chemicals that are known to cause can-
cer in men and women and glycol ethers 
that are known to cause testicular toxic-
ity, malformations of the embryo, bone 
marrow depression, and hemolysis (de-
struction of the red blood cells). it takes 
approximately one to seven million gal-
lons of water each time a well is drilled, 
and an additional one to seven mil-
lion each time they go back and frack. 
Trillions of gallons of water have been 
contaminated and most often, this pro-

duced water is merely dumped in rivers 
and streams. And what has the govern-
ment done to prevent this? The answer 
is nothing.

in 2004, the epA investigated water 
contamination due to fracking and, ac-
cording to the new York Times, conclud-
ed that fracturing may release hazardous 
chemicals into sources of drinking water 
but said there was no reason to study it 
further. The study determined that frac-
turing posed “little or no threat” because 
the water is sucked back up out of the 
ground and the hazardous chemicals 
would likely be diluted or biodegrade on 
their own. Homes around the country 
would beg to differ. 

pennsylvania experiences particu-
larly high risk. With over 71,000 gas 
wells, the level of radioactivity in their 
water is hundreds or thousands of times 
the maximum allowed by federal stan-
dards of drinking water. However, the 
energy policy Act of 2005 exempted 
hydrofracking wells from being reclassi-
fied as injection wells, which would have 
pinned them under federal regulation. 
With no regulation, drilling companies 

merely haul off their waste to sewage 
companies, who then dump the water 
into the monongahela and delaware 
rivers, which supply water to 800,000 
and 1.5 million people, respectively, in 
pennsylvania. 

Although not as severe as pennsylva-
nia, here in california as of 2009, there 
were 1,643 producing gas wells. numer-
ous other states are producing natural 
gas as well. The lack of regulation and 
no standards testing for natural gas wells 
could potentially contaminate the water 
of millions of Americans and wildlife 
around the country. 

Furthermore, fracking causes high 
levels of pollution. Although burning 
natural gas may be less of a pollutant 
than burning oil, the current process 
to obtain the gas may not. numerous 
polluted-air days have been reported 
from one of the least likely places in 
America—the upper green river ba-
sin in southwest Wyoming. The closest 
metropolis, salt lake city, is 180 miles 
away; however, the economy in this part 
of the state thrives off of 1,200 gas wells 
located sometimes in walking distance 
from people’s homes. Although some 
members of this community have called 
upon the epA to study the correlation 
between gas wells and air pollution, the 
epA has removed the topic from those 
it is considering for a national study of 
hydrofracking.

The long-term effects of this unregu-
lated industry are uncertain, but i will 
tell you one thing—they are scary.  The 
lack of national attention the natural gas 
industry is getting is unsettling. studies 
need to be done to fully comprehend the 
backlash our country might see from its 
hasty action to “drill baby, drill.” n

What the Frack
The dangers of an unregulated natural gas industry

The Growing 
Money Problem
Issues with measuring and 
predicting inflation

japan’s response to its crisis
Why slow and steady does not win the race

By jacquelyn wonG

The severity of Japan’s nuclear crisis 
leaves victims and the world wondering 
to where the country’s leadership has 
disappeared.  even after the devastating 
earthquake and tsunami struck Japan, 
the shaky condition of the Fukushima 
nuclear reactors still looms large. How-
ever, when reading the newspaper or 
turning on the news, the reactors rarely 
take center stage; instead, what view-
ers see are throngs of people bundled 
in heavy layers lining up for food and 
water, dark, lifeless, and almost-haunt-
ed cities with no electricity, and over-
flowing shelters and school gyms filled 
with now-homeless individuals.  While 
the situation as a whole is not as tense 
as before, it should be questioned why 
Japan’s leaders were so slow to react im-
mediately after the crisis. eleven days 
after the earthquake and tsunami hit, 
prime minister naoto Kan planned a 

visit to the ravaged Fukushima area, 
only to turn back due to bad weather. 
it is no wonder that countless Japanese 
are beginning to criticize their gov-
ernment for its immobility and lack 
of leadership after the crisis. As one of 
the world’s most affluent and resource-
ful countries, Japan has left many won-
dering when they will actually receive 
enough food, shelter, and electricity to 
take a small step closer to their lives be-
fore the earthquake.

The Japanese government’s lacklus-
ter response to the crisis has not only 
disappointed many of its own citizens, 
but has also left several foreign coun-
tries in disbelief. in contrast to Japan’s 
earthquake and tsunami crisis, the 1979 
Three mile island nuclear accident in 
pennsylvania was met with much faster 
and decisive action; immediately fol-
lowing the catastrophe, federal and state 
government agencies began their inves-
tigation of the accident, sending presi-

dent carter to the site only two days af-
ter the crisis. in response, the committee 
produced a final report in the following 
months analyzing the root causes of the 
accident and denouncing the facility’s 
operations company for poor manage-
ment and safety. more importantly, 
the Three mile island accident was a 
critical juncture in the development of 
future nuclear power plants. reactor 
construction significantly declined fol-
lowing the crisis, ensuring that future 
advancement in nuclear power would 
be met with greater caution, security, 
and safety. 

While the situation in Japan has im-
proved since the first few days of the ca-
tastrophe, many still wonder when the 
country’s social and economic situation 
will improve, and who will be the first 
to lead the way. many Japanese, such as 
masayoshi Funabasama, a civil engineer 

Continued, p. 8

http://www.flickr.com/photos/todbaker/9148692/

Natural gas may not be a 
particularly attractive 

substitute for fossil fuels.

Increased speculation 
in the commodities 
market has made 
it more difficult to 
measure inflation.

Continued, p. 6
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By miles unterreiner

The united states has long gone 
abroad, John Quincy Adams’ dictum 
notwithstanding, “in search of monsters 
to destroy.”  We first sent our soldiers 
to cuba, guam, and the philippines, 
heralding the advent of a fin-de-siecle 
American empire under the banner of 
humanitarian intervention.  our dough-
boys slew the gorilla of german milita-
rism in the trenches, in pursuit of Wil-

son’s demand that the world “be made 
safe for democracy.”  American forces 
intervened in Haiti in 1915, in Korea in 
1951, in vietnam, cambodia, and laos 
in the 60s and 70s, in Kuwait in 1991, in 
Bosnia in 1995, and in iraq and Afghani-
stan after the attacks of september 11th, 
2001.  

History’s verdict on u.s. intervention 
has been a decidedly mixed one.  scholar-
ly and popular opinion varies greatly de-
pending on the military action to which 
one points.  no one much questions, for 
example, America’s involvement in the 
First and second World Wars; u.s. and 
Allied action against saddam Hussein’s 
invasion of Kuwait in 1991 remains wide-
ly popular; and nATo strikes against 
serb forces in Bosnia likely helped avert 
the cataclysm of deliberate genocide.  in-
deed, the u.s. has sometimes been criti-
cized for not intervening when we could 
have done so; rwanda in 1994 remains 
the quintessential (and most gruesome) 
instance of unacceptable American in-
action in the face of widespread civilian 
slaughter.  But operations in iraq and Af-
ghanistan have aroused the ire of groups 
from across the political spectrum, and 
few of genuine liberal credentials buy the 
Bush administration’s insistence that in-
tervention was justified in order to install 
democracy, protect women’s rights, and 
destroy the monster of Taliban suprem-
acy.

most recently, however, American 
forces have played a strategic role in con-
ducting airstrikes against the forces of 
libyan dictator muammar al-gaddhafi, 

largely on the grounds that not doing 
so would likely lead to the massacre of 
innocent demonstrators and civilians.  
surprisingly, a broad political consensus 
about president obama’s (belated) deci-
sion to contribute American resources to 
a nATo-led humanitarian intervention 
has emerged.  its advocates are odd polit-
ical bedfellows indeed; John Kerry, paul 
Wolfowitz, Bill clinton, nick Kristof, 
John mccain, and Joe lieberman are all 
on board this particular Pequod, gad-
dhafi-slaying harpoons at the ready.  

so is libya the next vietnam – a di-
saster waiting to happen, a monster the 
u.s. should simply be content to leave 
alive? or is it another rwanda – a name, 
should we let our opportunity to halt the 
advance of genocide slip, that will re-
main forever a line in the long litany of 
American mistakes and misadventures?  
This article argues that it is decidedly the 
latter, and that if anything, the u.s. has 
contributed too little, too late, to the anti-
gaddhafi effort in libya.

The moral reasons
First, as canadian minister of Justice 

irwin cotler pointed out in the new York 
Times, libya remains a prime testing 
ground for the united nations’ new “re-
sponsibility to protect” (rtop) doctrine, 
endorsed by over 150 nations at the un 
World summit in 2005. The doctrine, 
which holds that international action 
may be authorized “to protect [a state’s] 
population from genocide, war crimes, 
ethnic cleansing and crimes against hu-
manity,” is under a severe test in libya as 
we speak.  if gaddhafi is allowed to con-
tinue without consequence his methodi-
cal liquidation of his own civilians – a liq-
uidation he promised to carry out “house 
by house” – rtop will become all but a 
dead letter in international law.  We must 
not and cannot let that happen.

second, unlike iraqis and Afghanis in 
iraq and Afghanistan, libyans actually 
want us in libya.  The Times’ intrepid 
nick Kristof, a champion of human rights 
if ever there was one, covered a “thank-
you rally” for American intervention in 
Benghazi, a rebel-held eastern libyan 
city whose residents would almost cer-
tainly be massacred in the event of a gov-
ernment victory.  He also tells the story 
of a downed American fighter pilot res-
cued by libyan villagers enthused about 
his exploits against the hated gaddhafi.  
surely the moral rectitude of military in-
tervention is bolstered, if not guaranteed, 
by the support of citizens in the country 
in which we’re intervening.

Third, military intervention in libya is 
being conducted with the approval of the 
united nations, the world’s only (if im-
perfect) hope for the eventual triumph of 
international peace.  indeed, the lack of 
support for intervention from two major 
world powers – china and russia – only 
bolsters the moral case for military ac-
tion.  Both regimes justify the oppression 
of their own people under the guise of 
state sovereignty – a strategy not unlike 
that of the antebellum southern states’ 
convenient embrace of “states’ rights” on 

Foreign Policy Hypocrisy
Why America is wrong to interfere in Libya

By danny colliGan

on the eighth anniversary of the sec-
ond American invasion of iraq -- to the 
day -- president obama decided to join a 
group of other countries in attacking the 
positions of libyan leader colonel gadd-
afi. The move was justified by the various 
intervening countries on humanitarian 
grounds: the people of libya were com-
ing under brutal attack from their own 
government and needed some degree of 
protection. is this a convincing enough 
reason for the united states to launch a 
simultaneous war in a third (depending 
upon how one counts) country? no, it 
is not. American actions are hypocriti-
cally meddling in a complicated, volatile, 
unpredictable affair, and these actions 
should be opposed. 

The most striking element of the 
united states’ foray into libya is its hy-
pocrisy, which has gone unnoticed by 
just about everybody. The safety of vari-
ous people around the world could well 
be increased by particular American ac-
tions -- actions that fall well short of the 
violence, cost, and unpredictability of 
firing off cruise missiles. one would be 
to enforce a “no-fly zone” over Afghani-
stan and pakistan by grounding the us 
drones that seem to have a special abil-
ity to turn wood-gathering children into 
viscera. Another would be to stop turn-
ing a blind eye to or encouraging oppres-
sive regimes like Bahrain, saudi Arabia, 
and Yemen. A third would be for the us 
to follow its own laws and prohibit arms 
exports to countries where the weapons 
will surely be used for purposes other 
than self-defense. given such easy, well-
known opportunities for the betterment 
of humanity that are foregone in favor of 
a difficult and questionable one, claims 
that America truly is concerned about 
the security of oppressed peoples should 
fall on deaf ears. 

But the hypocrisy thickens. if the 
united states were dead set on interven-
ing in a country to protect a vulnerable 
population, one might ask “Why libya?” 
After all, there are plenty of downtrod-
den souls around the globe who certainly 
wouldn’t mind having a righteous army 
sticking up for them. laurent gbagbo’s 
iron grip on the ivory coast has displaced 
hundreds of thousands of people and left 
scores dead in political violence. Women 
in the congo deal with the possibility of 
another mass rape. The israeli military 
continues to compound the suffering 
of the near-starving people of gaza by 
launching deadly airstrikes into the ter-
ritory. does the us lift a finger to help 
any of these people? The negative answer 
points to another motive at play besides 
humanitarianism. Another question re-
vealing the hypocrisy of us leadership 
is “Why now?” politicians that were co-
zying up to gaddafi in recent years have 
now lined up to condemn him -- as if 
they were unaware that he ran an oppres-
sive regime before the revolt started. 

The libyan intervention has been jus-
tified on moral grounds, but let us not 
forget that throughout history virtually 
all aggressive state actions are adorned 

with flowery rhetoric. imperial Japan 
claimed that it would create “earthly 
paradise” in china by invading it. nazi 
germany defended the repression in oc-
cupied europe by claiming it was pro-
tecting governments from the terror of 
foreign-backed partisans. The support-
ers of the second American invasion of 
iraq promised freedom, democracy and 
women’s rights. every act of aggression 
is cloaked in the language of liberal in-
terventionism. so when one sees such 

language, one must recognize that its use 
is reflexive and probably not accurate. (i 
do not say this to deny the moral appeal 
of a libya without gaddafi, which is, of 
course, a hopeful and pleasant thought.) 

We must also remember that war is 
spectacularly unpredictable. While sup-
porters of intervention offer up seem-
ingly rock-solid assurances (this will be 
a short operation … our missile technol-
ogy is amazingly accurate … control of 
the mission will be handed over to some-
one else soon … the people of libya are 
with us...), in past operations, similar 
statements have proven closer to wishful 
thinking (iraq being a notorious exam-
ple). Furthermore, what donald rums-
feld would call “known unknowns” blur 
the foreseeable outcome. is the violence 
that America is seeking to prevent greater 
than the violence it will eventually cause? 
What if the airstrikes do little to stop gad-
dafi’s butchery? What if the people the us 
is supporting create a reign of terror that 
makes gaddafi look like a pussycat? can 
anyone trust the chairman of Benghazi’s 
national council, who only a month ago 
was gaddafi’s minister of Justice?

Another unfortunate phenomenon of 
war is mission creep: the tendency of the 
scope of a military action to expand in-
definitely. Just as the War in Afghanistan 
expanded from disrupting Al-Qaeda to 
overthrowing and then rebuilding the 
Afghan government, the action in libya 
could quickly go from launching a few 
cruise missiles to something far greater 

In defense of Human dignity
Why Obama was right to take action in Libya

As a presidential candidate, obama appeared rather reluctant to 
employ the US military in foreign conflicts.  Now he is in charge 

of overseeing three military conflicts involving US troops.

http://www.nowtheendbegins.com/blog/?tag=muammar-gaddafi
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Affirmative Action for democracy
Why the UN should support the Libyan rebels

By drutHi GHanta

The u.n. has precariously entered it-
self into the heightening strife between 
colonel muammar gaddafi’s forces and 
the insurgent libyan civilians who are 
risking their lives to taste democracy in 
their lifetimes. gaddafi and his forces 
have unleashed a brutal assault involv-
ing strike aircrafts and tanks on the op-
position who only have rifles and other 
smaller weapons to defend themselves. 

on march 19, 2011 the united na-
tions security council approved a mea-
sure authorizing “all necessary measures” 
to protect libyan civilians from harm at 
the hands of forces loyal to colonel gad-
dafi. The measure allows not only a no-
fly zone, but also any measures short of 
a ground invasion to halt attacks that 
might result in civilian fatalities. it comes 
as gaddafi warned residents of Benghazi, 
the rebel capital, that an attack was im-
minent and promised lenient treatment 
only for those who offered no resistance. 
This multi-national coalition began an 
intervention in libya to implement the 
u.n. security council resolution 1973. 
The us and British military, the French 
Air Force, and British royal Air Force 
all deployed forces across libya and the 
royal Army even undertook a naval 
blockade.

While the current situation is a chal-
lenge in itself, the more long-term and 
difficult challenge will be the next phase 
in libya’s history. if the insurgents put an 
end to gaddafi’s regime, then they re-
main with the challenge of creating a new 
democracy while the country is still torn 
apart and perhaps shell shocked from 
the gruesome civil war. during this criti-
cal period when the new state’s welfare is 
uncertain, the u.n. should step in to help 

stabilize the country, assuming that the 
libyan people accept the u.n.’s involve-
ment. The u.n. should offer funding, 
supplies, and even advisors to the new 
government. in doing so, the u.n. can 
create a political, social, and economic 
framework from which the people of 
libya can build up their own govern-
ment, modeling it after democracies they 

admire and thus avoiding another tyran-
nical regime from exerting power over 
the vulnerable state.  

While it could be argued that the u.n. 
involvement leaves libya vulnerable to 
manipulation by the u.n. itself, the liby-
an people should have the right to refuse 
any aid from the u.n. at any time during 
the building of their country. moreover, 
the u.n. would be acting more as a hu-

manitarian organization as it protects the 
country from oppressive forces and pro-
vides any help that the people ask for. in 
doing so, the u.n. is helping the country 
build a foundation for a new democratic 
state instead of allowing it to fall apart 
during this critical and vulnerable period 
for libya. 

ultimately, the authority of the secu-
rity council in maintaining international 
peace and security can be extended to 
not only lending a helping hand during 
violent revolutions, but also to providing 
malleable social, political, and economic 
frameworks that support the countries 
after their revolutions and until they are 
self-determined to be stable. The silence 
of the u.n. in failing to provide such sup-
port to newly forming democracies is just 
as detrimental to the countries needing 
the help as it is if the u.n. overstayed its 
welcome and exerted oppressive power 
within the country. However, in provid-
ing help to new democracies, the u.n. 
will help form stronger and more stable 
democracies that are more equipped to 
avoid tyrannical leaders from coming to 
power and destroying the very democ-
racy that the people fought and died for. 
Furthermore, many more peoples under 
oppressive dictatorial rule may be more 
willing to fight for democracy and free-
dom if they were to realize that in lieu of 
having to lay the initial foundations of 
a democracy solely by themselves, the 
u.n. would be open and willing to pro-
vide resources to help them build a new 
and stable democracy. n

operation odyssey dawn
An analysis of the intervention in Libya

while the UN Security Council provided a limited mission for the 
coalition of nations against Gaddafi, only time will tell how 

involved in the libyan crisis the US and its allies will become.

http://chaframboesa.blogspot.com/2011/03/processo-da-libya-no-icc.html

By armon saied

imagine you’re walking through an al-
ley late one night and you hear somebody 
scream. The distressed voice, crying for 
help, belongs to an unfortunate victim of 
a brutal mugging. of course, your moral 
compass begs you to get involved, but 
the voice of reason within you suggests it 
may not be a smart fight to get into. not 

alone at least. 
A similar mode of thinking plays out 

when one nation is in the midst of a vio-
lent crisis that its government is either 
guilty of perpetrating or incapable of 
stopping. in libya, operation odyssey 
dawn represents an intelligent collab-
orative endeavor to enforce the no-fly 
zone. From a humanitarian standpoint, 
most people would agree with any efforts 
to stop muammar gaddafi from mas-
sacring his own people. But the essential 
question lingers on everyone’s mind: is 
it prudent or even necessary for the u.s. 
and other nations to intervene in libya? 
And what is the incentive for the inter-
national community to intervene? some 
have been quick to point to oil as the mo-
tivating factor for Western support of the 
opposition in libya. But this is a shallow 
explanation. european oil companies, in 
particular, have been making business 
deals with the libyan dictator for years 
now. engagement in expensive military 
operations to oust gaddafi and endanger 
your supplier of oil does not seem like 
adequate inspiration for such a military 
response.

of course, however, the concept of na-
tional interest should not be ignored en-
tirely. president obama justified his deci-
sion for military intervention in libya, “i 
firmly believe that…when someone like 
gaddafi threatens a bloodbath that could 
destabilize an entire region; and when 
the international community is prepared 
to come together to save many thousands 
of lives — then it’s in our national interest 

to act. And it’s our responsibility.“ 
While defense secretary robert 

gates, doesn’t think “it’s a vital interest of 
the united states,” libya represents the 
sort of tyranny that the united states and 
every other able nation has the duty to 
prevent. gaddafi and his military killed 
more than 1,000 civilians with heavy ar-
tillery and aircraft before the no-fly zone 
was implemented, and he is responsible 
for countless more deaths from through-
out his reign. if the genocides in rwanda 
and Bosnia provided any lesson to the 
world, it is that the international com-
munity has a responsibility to protect 
populations that are no longer safe from 
their governments. 

indeed, a no-fly zone does represent 
an act of war by most definitions, but in 
the case of libya it is relatively simple to 
maintain, so it can yield profound and 
long lasting benefits. After the u.n. se-
curity council passed a resolution al-
lowing military action in libya, British, 
French, and American aircraft bombed 
key air defense sites and have effectively 
hampered gaddafi’s assault on the op-
position forces in libya. These actions 
will prevent a prolonged civil war and 
humanitarian crisis, and subsequently 
avoid an exodus of libyan refugees into 
europe. Furthermore, the no-fly zone 
can potentially deter other dictators from 
continuing crackdowns on protestors in 
Yemen, syria, and other countries in the 
muslim world experiencing unrest. in 
addition, the collaboration of Arab na-
tions, such as Qatar and the united Arab 
emirates with nATo nations makes 
odyssey dawn not only an international 
operation to prevent the loss of innocent 
lives, but also a symbol of the potential 
for improved relations between the West 
and muslim nations. 

 now that nATo is assuming control 
of military aerial operations, obama has 
made clear the intentions of the united 
states and the path for the successful 
campaign he initiated to prevent further 
massacre in libya. criticisms of obama’s 
decisions, from congress especially, have 
pointed to his administration’s lack of 
planning and failure to consult the leg-
islative branch before initiating military 
operations. A strict interpretation of the 
law would brand the president’s engage-
ment in military action as unconsti-
tutional, but one cannot deny that the 
spirit of the law was heeded. The fram-
ers of the constitution judiciously left 
the war-declaring power to congress, 
in order to prevent expensive, hasty, and 
unnecessary military engagements. even 
though obama did not confer with the 
entirety of congress, he consulted with 
congressional leaders from both parties 
and waited for the u.n. resolution before 
initiating fighting. surely, the difference 
between the letter of the law and the spir-
it of the law is insignificant compared to 
the number of lives operation odyssey 
dawn has saved in libya. Though much 
work remains to be done in that country, 
obama’s sound judgment at a crucial 
juncture and leadership in spearhead-
ing an international collaborative effort 
should be commended. n

The authority of 
the United Nations 
Security Council 
in maintaining 
international peace 
and security can be 
extended not only 
to lending a helping 
hand during violent 
revolutions, but also 
to providing political 
and economic support 
after the revolutions 
and until countries are 
self-determined to be 
stable.
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By ian Ball

A few weeks ago, i was discussing 
gay marriage at stern dining with some 
friends from my dorm. There wasn’t 
much to discuss since we were virtually 
in agreement: under the equal protec-
tion clause of the constitution, gay 
couples must receive the same rights as 
heterosexual couples. We felt that each 
individual, gay or straight, has a fun-
damental right to marry whomever he 
wishes. We denounced the bigotry of 
“defenders of traditional marriage” and 
agreed that these parochial opponents 
of marriage equality are revolted by ho-
mosexuality only because they have lit-
tle personal exposure to deviation from 
the still firmly entrenched heterosexual 
norm.

“should someone be allowed to 
marry a close relative?” i asked. “no, 
of course not! That’s just gross and un-
natural, and it’s not fair to the kids who 
would have to live in such a twisted 
family structure,” they replied. What 
if a few minutes before, when i asked 
if gay marriage should be legal, some-
one had exclaimed, “no, of course not! 
That’s just gross and unnatural, and it’s 
not fair to the kids who would have to 
live in such a twisted family structure”? 
Wouldn’t we call that person a narrow-
minded bigot? seconds before, we were 
sanctimoniously high-fiving our toler-
ance and forging solidarity in our ac-
cusations of bigotry. now, the limits of 
that tolerance were revealed.

This conversation included only a 
handful of people, so it is an admittedly 
small sample size, but i do think the 
opinions expressed in this conversa-
tion are representative of the opinions 
of most of the socially liberal students 
at stanford. While virtually all students 
support gay marriage on the grounds of 
liberty and equality, far fewer embrace 
the logical extent of marriage equality 
to include marriage between close rela-
tives. 

To be clear, there are important dif-
ferences between incest and homosexu-
ality. incest is not regarded as a sexual 
orientation like homosexuality. While 
gender is an identifiable characteristic, 
biological relation is not. Two people 
may meet because they are relatives, but 
it is difficult to imagine that they could 

be sexually attracted to the character-
istic of biological relation since this is 
often imperceptible: cousins and even 
closer relatives probably wouldn’t know 
they were related if they weren’t told.

despite these undeniable differences, 
it is hard to legally or philosophically 
distinguish between the marriage of 
two consenting adults of the same gen-
der and the marriage of two consenting 
adults of the same family. Just as the 
visceral revulsion to incest echoes the 
revulsion to homosexuality, the more 
thoughtful arguments against marriage 
between relatives mirror the repeatedly 
reformulated and rejected criticism of 
gay marriage. Arguments concerned 
with the well-being of children raised 
in untraditional families are often sin-
cere. However, these concerns are not 
only unsupported by evidence, but in-
sufficient to bar couples from marriage. 
parenting ability is not a prerequisite for 
heterosexual marriage. straight couples 
do not have to pass a parenting test to 
receive their marriage licenses, and 
even singles can adopt children. Het-
erosexual couples would be offended if 
they were told that they could not mar-
ry because the government had deemed 
them incompetent parents. in fact, even 
when the child protective service re-
moves children from abusive parents, 

the marriage between those abusive 
parents is still recognized. Quite simply, 
the right to raise children and the right 
to marry are distinct.

often, consensual marriage between 
adult relatives is wrongly associated 
with sexual abuse that occurs within 
the family. it is a reprehensible tragedy 
that so many children are abused by 
their parents and relatives. This is not a 
partisan issue. We can all come togeth-
er to support policies that will protect 
children from abuse. unfortunately, 
banning marriage between consent-
ing adult relatives will not reduce rape 
and molestation within the family. Just 
as legalizing gay marriage would not 
legitimize male on male rape, legaliz-
ing marriage between relatives would 
not legitimize rape that occurs within 
a family. eliminating marriage restric-
tions would not change the age of con-
sent or the legal and societal conception 
of rape.

The most powerful argument against 
marriage between relatives is probably 
the health concerns for the children 
of genetically similar parents. in this 
respect, there is a real difference from 
gay marriage since gay couples cannot 
reproduce. The genetic risks for a child 
when his parents are closely related are 
comparable to the risk when the par-

ents carry a genetic disorder. rather 
than impose blanket policies banning 
the carriers of certain genetic disor-
ders from reproducing, the govern-
ment trusts parents to evaluate the risks 
of their personal situation. it is easy to 
say, in theory, that carriers of severe he-
reditary diseases should not be allowed 
to reproduce, but on a more personal 
level, one can easily understand how 
a parent carrying a genetic disorder 
would consider it intrusive to be denied 
the freedom to choose to have children. 
regardless of one’s position on repro-
ductive freedom, restricting a couple’s 
right to have children does not justify 
restricting that couple’s right to marry. 
even if it were deemed that the govern-
ment should prohibit certain couples 
from reproducing if their children 
would be particularly at risk for genetic 
disorders, this is not reason for those 
couples to be barred from marriage.

many argue that the logical extreme 
of tolerance is moral relativism and 
powerlessness in the face of true evils. 
clearly, tolerance is taken too far when, 
in the name of open-mindedness, it 
shelters harmful behavior like murder 
simply because this practice is socially 
stigmatized. on the other hand, to reit-
erate John stuart mill’s harm principle, 
tolerance must be extended to behavior 
that poses no harm to others. The alter-
native is paternalism. if a couple’s be-
havior can be prohibited “for their own 
good,” many more marriage arrange-
ments would be forbidden like mar-
riage between an elderly billionaire and 
an attractive young person or between a 
low-level employee and his boss.

Finally, i think there are more person-
al lessons to draw from the discrepancy 
between the widespread support for 
gay marriage and the broad opposition 
to marriage between relatives. While 
we must be unafraid to denounce big-
otry, we cannot let ourselves be too self-
righteous, for everyone’s tolerance has 
limits. most of us fall prey to prejudging 
people we do not know, and we can all 
benefit from broader exposure. rather 
than unquestioningly incorporating 
and accepting the (possibly contradic-
tory) opinions of others, we should lis-
ten to the arguments on both sides and 
form our own opinions on contentious 
social issues. n

The left’s contradiction on marriage equality
Why it is hypocritical to support gay marriage yet oppose incestual marriage

the Federal reserve Bank of cleveland, 
which removes the components experi-
encing large relative price changes in a 
given month. The staff at the dallas Fed 
calculates the trimmed mean personal 
consumption expenditure inflation rate 
as an alternative to core inflation. 

illustrating the differences inherent in 
various approaches is the measure of in-
flation over the last 12 months when the 
median cpi rose 1%, the trimmed mean 
cpi rose 1.2%, the cpi rose 2.1% and the 
core cpi rose 1.1%.

Analysts, on the other hand, are mak-
ing a case against strictly following the 
inflation targets based on what is hap-
pening in the uK. As the Bank of eng-
land looks at tightening its monetary 
policy despite ongoing economic weak-
ness, analysts argue that the traditional 
view of inflation needs a facelift.

some research has been done by econ-
omists at companies such as google who 
are leveraging their access to consumer 
behavior and purchase data to provide 
daily and weekly reports that would pre-

sumably be more closely correlated with 
the current level of economic activity. 
Academics and economists in govern-
ment are also devising ways to stay ahead 
in this game. At this point, however, no 
one is claiming that these methods could 
be used to help predict the future. What 
they are claiming is a more accurate un-
derstanding of the present. 

The question now is whether and how 
this research will be integrated with the 
traditional measures of inflation to make 
it more relevant in the current context. 

An error in the measurement of infla-
tion expectation could have costly impli-
cations in terms of the future impact of 
relative price shocks and the market re-
sponse to inflation and policy initiatives.

As we wait for a revision to the tra-
ditional ways of measuring inflation, it 
is sobering to note that the purchasing 
power of one us dollar on an inflation-
adjusted basis has declined to an equiv-
alent of 29 cents over the last 32 years, 
siphoning off substantial purchasing 
power from American consumers.  n

The Growing Money Problem, cont.

http://www.shetlermilk.com/family.htm

How can liberals argue that gay couples should be allowed to 
marry yet refuse to allow family members to marry each other?     
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argument.  But a student who voices this 
same opinion, backing it up with clear 
ethical justifications, void of prejudices, 
will rarely be subjected to this same judg-
ment.  sadly, there will always be some 
narrow-minded liberals who reject any 
and all opposition to their views and who  
will likely make hasty judgments, but 
the same can be said of narrow-minded 
conservatives.  politics is invariably a dif-
ficult and emotional subject, and while i 
feel that students with such shallow and 
judgmental interpretations of the field 
are few and far between at stanford, i 
do concede that, unfortunately, some 
do exist.  But perhaps, then, we should 
be asking how can stanford help create 
tolerance among the narrow-minded 
rather than jumping to unfounded and 
paranoid conclusions about the political 
majority’s oppression of its opposition 
on campus.
   mr. Hirshman goes on to complain 
that conservative students feel that their 
grades will be negatively impacted if 
their political views become public--
an irrational and unjustified paranoia.  
There is no evidence to confirm that stu-
dents with conservative views are graded 
more harshly than their liberal coun-
terparts, regardless of the largely liberal 
teaching staff.  What mr. Hirshman fails 
to acknowledge in his argument is that 
the liberal-to-conservative professor ra-
tios he cites are not radically out of the 
ordinary.  According to one source, over 
three-fourths of collegiate professors in 
America identify with the liberal politi-

cal party, and this percentage increases to 
eighty-one percent among professors in 
the humanities.  He also fails to mention 
that perhaps the best-known and most 
highly acclaimed professor of political 
science on campus, condoleeza rice, is 
distinctly right wing.  in this case, again, 
i fail to see any particular biases against 
the conservative party with respect to 
students or professors on the part of the 
university.

moving forward, the claim that there is 
a lack of healthy debate forums in which 
conservatives and liberals alike may 
express political opinions is one of the 
most absurd assertions mr. Hirshman 
makes.  stanford is an absolute breeding 
ground for debate, with popular topics 
ranging from religion to prevalent social 
issues to politics.  stanford is teeming 
with students eager to learn more about 
others and their differing views in order 
to fully establish their own opinions.  
rather than citing The Cardinal Principle 
as the shining exception within a cruel 
and hostile environment, i believe the 
existence and success of such a newspa-
per to be a testament to the willingness 
of the student body to explore all sides 
of an argument and weigh the merits of 
each perspective.  if, as mr. Hirshman 
claims, liberals on campus are keen on 
shutting out and debasing all evidence 
contrary to their beliefs, such a newspa-
per would be the source of mockery.  in-
stead, students value the paper because 
they see that certain opinions are under-
represented on campus, and they wish to 

explore the justifications for the oppos-
ing arguments.

Finally, mr. Hirshman takes a vast 
amount of liberty in his presentation 
of the term “liberal” in his argument.  
stanford does take pride in its liberal ap-

proach to education, but this concept of 
contemplative and diverse learning does 
not inhibit one’s freedom in choosing 
political affiliation, nor does the exis-
tence of a political majority on campus 
warrant the accusation that this liberal 
approach is not honored.  in fact, access 
to a liberal education explicitly provides 
the resources necessary to deviate from 

popular opinion.  There is no shortage 
of resources on campus for students 
wishing to cultivate their budding per-
spectives on the world, however differ-
ent or unpopular, spanning from clubs 
to student-staff mentor programs.  The 
responsibility, then, lies with the indi-
vidual student who will either take ad-
vantage of these resources or fail to do 
so, rather than with the university which 
is constantly creating opportunities for 
personal development.

The disparity between the sizes of the 
liberal and conservative parties on cam-
pus is the result of stanford’s demographic 
rather than a university-wide conspiracy 
to cease the winds of freedom.  While, 
understandably, conservatives often feel 
frustrated by the lack of support they 
have among their peers, whining about 
the alleged implications is childish and 
naive.  Welcome to the real world: not 
everyone you meet will share your views 
and oftentimes, depending on where you 
are or with whom you surround yourself, 
your opinions may be unpopular.  if per-
ceived as a challenge, stanford can pro-
vide an incredible resource for growth 
among conservatives who thoughtfully 
and respectfully seek to represent and 
expand their opinions.  if regarded as an 
unfair and biased environment, stanford 
can become a handicap to conservatives’ 
healthy expression of beliefs.  Again, the 
responsibility is that of the individual, 
who will frame the experience either as 
a distinct opportunity or as an impedi-
ment to personal growth. n

to reestablish racism, homophobia, or 
other forms of intolerance.  instead of 
suppressing the expression of conserva-
tive viewpoints, liberals should adhere 
to the traditional definition of a liberal 
individual, someone who is “not limited 
to or by established, traditional, ortho-
dox, or authoritarian attitudes, views, or 
dogmas; free from bigotry.”  They should 
welcome the opportunity to discuss is-
sues with conservative students.  As the 
great “liberal” social theorist John stuart 
mill once said, “We can never be sure 
that the opinion we are endeavoring to 
stifle is a false opinion; and even if we 
were sure, stifling it would be an evil 
still.”

one major reason why conservative 
students feel intimidated at stanford is 
that the faculty and administration are 
so overwhelmingly left of center.  Ac-
cording to an article by daniel Klein 
and Andrew Western published in Ac-
ademic Questions in 2005, the ratio of 
democrats to republicans among the 
stanford faculty is 7.6 to 1.  Among the 
faculty in the humanities and social sci-
ences, where political orientation of the 
professors is particularly relevant, this 
ratio is 14.4 to 1.  many faculty members 
bring their political and social views 
directly into the classroom.  in the en-
vironment they create, conservatism is 
not regarded as an ideology which pro-
poses an alternative view of the ideal so-
ciety and of the proper means to achieve 
it, but rather as a bigoted dogma whose 

purpose is to frustrate the goals of the 
enlightened.

As a freshman in an iHum course at 
stanford, i witnessed the way in which 
the leftward tilt of the professorship 
can affect academic debates on campus.  

While, for example, the winter issue of 
this newspaper presented a debate con-
taining one article praising iHum and 
another contending that stanford should 
eliminate it, the debate i witnessed in my 
class presented only a clash between two 
liberal viewpoints.  debating the issue of 
whether gays should be allowed to mar-
ry, one professor presented the standard 
liberal defense of gay marriage, arguing 
that true equality demands that each 
citizen has the right to marry whomever 

he or she chooses regardless of sexual 
orientation.  The second merely re-
sponded by saying that activists should 
not advocate gay marriage because do-
ing so would stimulate the conservative 
republican base and impede broader 
social progress.  This professor did not 
advance any conservative argument 
against gay marriage. Having listened 
to this kind of debate, conservative stu-
dents might conclude that they should 
be reluctant to argue vigorously against 
legalizing gay marriage for religious rea-
sons or because they believe that legal-
izing gay marriage would damage the 
traditional family.  many conservatives 
suspected that their grades could suffer 
if they openly advocated such opinions.  
my subsequent experience at stanford 
has demonstrated such situations are 
not uncommon.

 perhaps the clearest and most dra-
matic indication of the way that conser-
vatives are intimidated on this campus 
is the fact that five conservative writers 
for this newspaper, The Cardinal Prin-
ciple, have chosen to publish only under 
pseudonym.  This is more than 20% of 
the conservative staff.  no liberal author 
has ever made such a request.  The con-
servative writers told me they did not 
want to have their names attached to 
their articles for two reasons.  First, they 
feared that their professors and/or TAs 
would learn of their conservative lean-
ings and that this would negatively affect 
their grades, although their articles had 

no direct relation to their class material.  
second, some did not want the broader 
stanford community to know that they 
had conservative views for fear of social 
isolation and ostracism.  This is com-
pletely contrary to the motto of stanford 
university, “die luft der Freiheit weht,” 
which is german for “The wind of free-
dom blows.”  sadly, the winds of freedom 
have ceased to blow for those student 
authors.  This should not be tolerated.  
students should have the opportunity 
to express their political and intellectual 
viewpoints freely and openly, regardless 
of where they fall on the political spec-
trum, unless they seek to harass, insult, 
or harm others.

in a small way, i have sought to coun-
teract this stifling atmosphere  by found-
ing and editing The Cardinal Principle, 
a paper whose mission is to print well-
written and respectful articles from any 
political viewpoint in order to stimu-
late debate on campus.  Being a firm 
believer in John stuart mill’s statement 
that “he who only knows his side of the 
case knows little of that,” i believe that 
the best way to promote education, tol-
erance, and understanding is to create 
an environment in which everyone can 
feel comfortable making his or her voice 
heard.  until stanford ceases to create an 
atmosphere which limits the expression 
of conservative views on campus, it will 
restrict debate and deprive its students’ 
access to a “liberal education” in the no-
blest sense of that phrase. n

debate denied at Stanford, cont.

Freedom of Expression for All, cont.

Perhaps the clearest 
indication that 
conservatives are 
intimidated on 
campus is the fact 
that five conservative 
writers for The 
Cardinal Principle have 
agreed to publish 
their articles only if 
their true identities 
were not revealed.

The claim that there 
is a lack of healthy 
debate forums in 
which conservatives 
and liberals alike may 
express their opinions 
is one of the most 
absurd assertions 
Mr. Hirshman makes.  
Stanford is an 
absolute breeding 
ground for debate, 
teeming with students 
eager to learn about 
other points of view.
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interviewed by The Washington post, 
rise at daybreak to hunt for gasoline—
even when they live far from the tsuna-
mi-affected areas. Funabasama states 
that while “things may look normal…
nothing is normal,” as “[they] have no 
fuel, no water, no food, and children 
to take care of.” Japan’s prime minister 
naoto Kan has received greater criticism 
from Japanese media, which accuses the 
leader of acting too slowly and failing 

to demonstrate its responsibility of en-
suring the safety of the people. Further-
more, the emperor’s calm, “deep con-
cern” for the tragedy has invoked more 
unease, anger, and annoyance from the 
Japanese people, who first-handedly ex-
perienced the three-day disaster and are 
continuing to endure days with minimal 
food, water, and daily necessities. 

Although Japan’s current unfortunate 
state was mostly brought upon by the 

unexpected, tragic earthquake, the gov-
ernment is not free from blame. in con-
trast to the instant resolve and determi-
nation of the Three mile crisis and even 
other events such as chernobyl, Japan’s 
leaders are failing to give its citizens the 
necessary hope and willpower to start 
anew. As Japan stood on the sidelines 
and watched private donors and volun-
teers from America and china provide 
the majority of food and other necessi-

ties, the island nation lacked a figure-
head to take a dominant stance on re-
covery from the inception of the crisis. 
What should have been done was to de-
clare a state of emergency from the on-
set, thus allocating resources to provide 
for its citizens for the following weeks 
to come.  Japan’s crisis is a situation that 
no country wants to experience, but if 
anything, it is an event from which each 
nation can learn. n

By courtney clayton

philadelphia quarterback michael 
vick, president obama, and the people 
for the ethical Treatment of Animals 
(peTA) all have one thing in common: 
promoting the abuse of animals. it all 
started in 2001, when the then, Atlanta 
Falcons quarterback, michael vick, de-
cided to start up a dog fighting operation 
by purchasing a property for $34,000 in 
virginia. The location would serve as a 
place where the dogs could live, train, 
and fight each other. He called his dog 
fighting operation “Bad newz Ken-
nels.” For the next 6+ years, michael 
vick used harsh training methods to 
prepare his pit bulls for a fight, and 
when a dog showed potential in train-
ing, vick would gamble on that dog to 
win a fight. if the dog won the fight, 
vick would gain a small profit from the 
gamble (compared to his multi-million 
dollar nFl salary), and when vick’s 
dog would lose the fight by not showing 
enough “spirit” in the ring, vick would 
then torture and kill the dog.

According to reports in 2007, when 
some of vick’s dogs did not show  prom-
ise in the training sessions, vick did 
what any sick, demented man would 
do—he tortured and killed the dogs 
by gruesome methods such as hang-
ing, electrocuting, drowning, and even 
slamming the dogs body so forcefully 
against the ground that the dogs would 
die. At least 8 dogs were confirmed to 
have died according to these methods 
in 2007 alone. i can’t imagine how many 
dogs suffered that same fate before offi-
cials investigated vick in 2007. Also, it 
is important to note that the dogs who 
were not sadistically killed by vick, and 
who lived through vick’s gruesome 
training and fighting methods, were 
also victims of abuse when their bodies 
were mutilated by each other in forced 
dog fights. Fortunately, the law has its 
ways of protecting animals, and not 
only is dog fighting illegal, but it is also 
a felony to run a dog fighting operation 
in most states. 

in 2007, vick was found guilty of 
participating and funding a dog fight-
ing operation. He was sentenced to 
2 years in prison and was suspended 
from the nFl and the Atlanta Falcons. 
vick was then condemned publicly for 
his abuse of animals by animal rights 
organizations around the country, in-
cluding peTA. one article on peTA’s 

website posted after vick served his 23 
month sentence, read that though vick 
may “be able to walk free in America, 
he does not deserve to be a football star, 
and no one should help him do so.” But 
unfortunately, more than a few people 
did help vick become a football star 
again. vick’s suspension was lifted by 
the nFl, and he was acquired by the 
philadelphia eagles shortly after his 
sentence ended.

many animal activists were angered 
by vick’s second chance in the nFl, but 
president obama saw it as a great op-
portunity for a convict. in a phone call 
to the owner of the eagles in decem-
ber of 2010, president obama praised 
vick’s second chance, pointing out that 
many convicts are not able to contrib-
ute to society again after serving time 
for their crimes. What i find most dis-
turbing about president obama’s phone 
call is that he clearly believes a 2 year 
sentence is a long enough time in jail for 
vick. do you think 2 years is enough of 
a sentence for a man who maliciously 
harmed animals for 7 years? does vick 
deserve the great gift of “freedom” just 
after 2 years? Also, president obama 
thinks that an nFl contract is a great 
way vick can “contribute to society,” 
but is being part of an nFl team really 
making the united states a better place? 
What about a second chance for vick to 
help society by volunteering at a local 

YmcA, or serving as a football coach 
for underprivileged children? Why 
does vick have to play in the nFl? 

surely, many reformed convicts who 
have not made millions in the nFl and 
served jail time for their crimes have 
found constructive ways to contribute 
to society again. What is disgusting to 
me about president obama’s choice to 
praise vick is that obama tried to use 
the phone call as an opportunity to 
show how he believes convicts should 
get a second chance. But obama doesn’t 
get that 99.9% of the convicts never 
made millions in the nFl to start with, 
and they have found other ways to con-
tribute to society with their “second 
chance.” so while vick does have a sec-
ond chance in the nFl, i can only hope 
he never gets another chance to harm 
animals.

After obama praised the eagles for 
hiring vick, the president of peTA, 
ingrid newkirk, followed president 
obama’s lead and decided to abandon 
what peTA is supposedly fighting for, 
“the ethical treatment of animals.” she 
then endorsed obama’s decision. she 
justified vick’s return to the nFl and 
obama’s support of vick’s return by 
saying, “obama’s a sports guy, vick’s 
a sports guy, and comebacks and re-
demption can happen. We all want a 
president who can lift us up and move 
us forward when ugly things happen, 

but that cannot let us forget and remain 
watchful to avoid future abuses.” Well 
isn’t condemning vick’s second chance 
in the nFl an obvious way to never 
forget his past abuses, and also the best 
way to make sure people understand the 
consequences of participating in dog 
fighting and animal abuse in the future? 
i guess for ingrid newkirk, supporting 
a wrong choice by a democratic presi-
dent must be a right choice for peTA’s 
political agenda.

This is not too surprising after peTA 
is clearly a politically partisan group 
that has also been rightfully accused of 
dog abuse charges in the past decade. 
in 2005, two peTA employees were 
charged with 62 count of cruelty to ani-
mals and 16 counts of illegal disposal 
of animal remains, after promising lo-
cal animal shelters they will find homes 
for dogs they were charged with killing. 
unfortunately, the local animal shelters 
put their faith in the wrong organiza-
tion. While peTA does advocate some 
good causes such as the “i’d rather go 
naked than wear fur” campaign, and 
a vegan lifestyle, peTA is a true hypo-
crite when it comes down to a choice 
that they must either support animal 
rights, or support a left-wing president, 
who so ignorantly lauded vick’s second 
chance. 

To me, bringing awareness to animal 
abuse issues like dog fighting should 
never be a political battle, but sadly 
peTA and president obama are rolling 
the ball forward to make animal rights 
a partisan fight, when really it should 
be anything but. i would love to juxta-
pose peTA’s view on president obama’s 
comments with a situation where a con-
servative politician made such a state-
ment, and see the difference in peTA’s 
reaction. But that won’t happen. i ad-
vise those of you who are supporters of 
peTA and have donated or are thinking 
about donating money to the organi-
zation to research the negative aspects 
of peTA’s top-down approach towards 
helping animals. i urge you to look at 
local animal rights groups, and specifi-
cally, local dog rescue groups and lend 
your support to the groups who need 
the money. Because while peTA spends 
its money to advertise that they support 
animal rights and promote liberal pro-
paganda, they diminish the role of grass 
root organizations which actually make 
a difference every day and change one 
animal’s life at a time.     n

celebrating Football Prowess over Basic dignity
How PETA and Obama turned a blind eye toward animal abuse

japan’s response to its Crisis, cont.

http://www.montrealdogblog.com/4836/micheal-vick-time-atrocities/

It was hypocritical for PETA’s president to follow obama’s 
lead and praise Michael Vick’s return to the NFl.
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The dilemma between transparency and security has been   
brought to the forefront with the creation of wikileaks.

In defense of Human dignity, cont.

the question of slavery.  The uncoopera-
tiveness of both governments should not 
detract from the overwhelming interna-
tional support for humanitarian inter-
vention in libya.

The strategic reasons
First, Western governments have taken 

pains to ensure the military involvement 
of the Arab league in the anti-Qaddafi 
crusade, making it difficult for future 
monday morning quarterbacks to brand 
military action with the typical “imperi-
alist” label.  This was both a smart and a 
timely move.

second, the united states must be seen 
as throwing its full weight behind the 
nascent middle eastern democracy we 
were too slow to support in egypt and 
too inept to foresee in Tunisia.  We have 
for far too long supported pro-American 
autocrats in a region where our strategic 
interests unjustly trumped the impera-
tives of human rights.  This can no lon-
ger be allowed to happen.  supporting 
the young advocates for democracy and 
change in libya and across the maghreb 
and the levant is a positive move for im-
proving the frankly disastrous local per-

ceptions of the u.s. in the long run, we 
must hope and believe that human rights 

will carry the day in the middle east, as 
they have almost everywhere else.  And 

when that day comes, it will be infinitely 
better for America to be able to genuinely 
say we supported that cause in its direst 
hour than to admit with humiliation that 
we forsook it when it needed us most.

ultimately, by intervening in libya, the 
united states is only helping the libyan 
people in a noble endeavor, the success 
of which they cannot, for reasons of force 
and not of moral right, ensure only on 
their own.  it is both morally and strategi-
cally crucial that we continue to support 
them.  This monster is one we must de-
stroy. n

It is both morally and 
strategically crucial 
that we continue to 
support the libyan 
rebels.
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By maria Bowe

You’ve undoubtedly read the sen-
sationalist daily article, “stanford 
Athletes Had Access to list of ‘easy’ 
courses,” written by co-authors Amy 
Julia Harris and ryan mac. The article, 
which appeared in The stanford daily 
on march 9th, immediately garnered 
strong reaction across campus, and 
across the nation (the article’s contents 
appeared on espn.com and on ABc 
news syndicates around the country.) 
i have not seen that many exclamation 
point-laden Facebook statuses in my 
newsfeed since luck’s draft decision al-
most three months ago. Those exclama-
tions, and the subsequent induction of 
both authors into the stanford equiva-
lent of the Witness protection program 
(both students’ contact information has 
been removed from stanfordWho), 
were well deserved. 

Harris and mac focused their article 
on perceived preferential treatment 
of athletes at stanford, highlighting a 
schedule of ger-fulfilling courses giv-
en out by the AArc (Athletic Academ-
ic resource center) sinisterly dubbed 
“The list.” The authors presented so-
called “evidence” (aka out-of-context 
and doctored-up quotes from students 
and faculty that, after publication, re-
quired formal apology and retraction. 
There was even a hidden microphone 
involved in the article’s production) in 
an effort to show that stanford athletes 
were given access to “easy” classes, as 
well as unfair advantages like free tutor-
ing and easier grading. 

First of all, these allegations are sim-
ply untrue. The list the authors refer to 
is simply a schedule of classes that fit 
into the typical team’s practice schedule 
and fulfill general requirements. Any 
student can produce the exact same list 
of classes by checking the “morning/
afternoon” and “gers” boxes on ex-
plorecourses or coursework. “Free tu-
toring?” That would be the availability 

of standard tutors in the AArc, just at 
times that don’t interfere with practice. 
The same service is provided to every 
student on campus by request within 
each department, not to mention the 
“free tutoring” provided to all students 
in the form of office hours. And easier 
grading? That has to be a joke. stanford 
professors should be insulted. i have yet 
to attend a class in which the faculty 
member expects less than the highest 
standard of work from any student. 

secondly, as a recruited athlete-
turned “regular” stanford student, i’ve 
been on both sides of the fence—and 
no matter the perks authors Harris and 
mac want you (and ABc news) to be-
lieve athletes get, i can tell you the grass 
is hardly greener on the other side. i can 
tell you with the authority afforded by 
experience that stanford athletes are 
some of the hardest working students on 
campus, showing an unparalleled level 
of commitment to both their athletics 
and academics. Before most students 
have hit the snooze button, the typical 
cardinal oarswoman or swimmer has 
already completed a 2-hour workout, 
had a team meeting, and left for class; 
the average football or volleyball player 
has hit the weights, the books, and an-
other meeting. With close to 30 hours 

a week of practice and meetings, not to 
mention trips to the training room, 24/7 
worry about getting enough sleep and 
eating right, and schoolwork and class 
on top of that, being a student-athlete 
really is a job. sorry to disappoint, dai-
ly, but it’s an unglamorous one at that.  

Third, the authors ignored the large, 
but often unrecognized, proportion 
of athletes that are not on scholarship. 
recruited but unsupported or walk-on 
athletes work just as hard—and in some 
cases, harder—at practice and in class, 
without the added bonus of having 
their education paid for by the univer-
sity. Their heart and determination is 
impressive to say the least. To call their 
academic accountability into question 
is particularly abhorrent. 

The authors of this article did, in 
short, a horrible disservice both to 
their university and to themselves.  not 
only did they disrespect a huge major-
ity of their peers, athletes, and specta-
tors alike, but they questioned the le-
gitimacy of the academic institution 
they themselves attend. in a time when 
cheating rings, pay-for-play deals, and 
cam newton-esque behavior are a bi-
weekly staple on sportscenter, stan-
ford remains one of the few athletic 
programs that continues to maintain its 
integrity. i’m not being elitist; i’m just 
stating the facts (cough…16th straight 
director’s cup…cough cough). The 
stanford football slogan We Work was 
essentially the standard student-athlete 
credo. student athletes do work. Hard. 
if nothing else, attempting to under-
mine student athlete accomplishments 
(see above reference to the director’s 
cup) is ridiculous from a factual stand-
point. 

 if ms. Harris and mr. mac wanted 
to stir up controversy—they succeeded. 
But if they wanted to give our univer-
sity bad publicity with a baseless story, 
they could’ve at least done real research. 
guess there’s no “easy class list” for in-
vestigative journalism… n

prisons and dramatic increases in pris-
on costs. it is not only that larger prison 
populations are more expensive, but 
that life sentences also result in older 
inmates, which has a significant impact 
on prison costs due to healthcare related 
expenses that increase dramatically as 
prisoners age. For example, in califor-
nia the Three strikes law has increased 
the prison population to the point where 
most prisons are overcrowded, the pris-
on conditions are notoriously bad, and 
the prison system is a significant finan-
cial strain on a state that already has a 
large deficit. in the context of current 
economic crises, large prison popula-
tions created by life sentences pose a 
more significant problem than in the 
past.

While life sentences are definitely 
necessary in some cases, some states, 
particularly california - where one per-
son was given a life sentence for steal-
ing one dollar in loose change from a 
parked car - have gone overboard with 
how frequently they sentence people to 
life in prison. it is questionable at best 
whether life sentences effectively serve 
the goals of isolation and deterrence, 
and the larger, older prison populations 
created by such sentences create dete-

riorating prison conditions and pose 
a significant financial burden on state 
governments. Thus, it seems reason-
able to question why life sentences are 
so common, especially in certain states 
like california. politics is responsible. 
state legislators and governors have in-
centives to appear tough on crime, and, 
as a result, some states have adopted 
determinate sentencing schemes, such 
as california’s Three strikes law, which 
almost always dramatically increase the 
number of people serving life sentences. 
once again, california stands out as the 
prime example, having both the most 
infamous determinate sentencing law 
and a prison system that is notorious for 
being large, in poor condition, and ex-
pensive to maintain.  n

By micHael HuGHes

The recent legislative showdown 
in Wisconsin has illustrated the cur-
rent status of public employee unions 
in the united states.  Thousands upon 
thousands of protestors have besieged 
the state capitol in madison, seeking to 
pressure the state government to main-
tain collective bargaining and a low lev-
el of pension contribution from union 
employees.  As many in the media have 
commented, it seems that governor 
scott Walker’s budget cuts are some-
what lopsided, and it is conceivable 
that unions could be accommodated 
and the budget met.  However, budget 
politics aside, Walker deserves credit 

for directly confronting one of the most 
pernicious structural threats to the 
American economy.    

The philosophical problem with pub-
lic employee unions is that they create 
conditions under which the govern-
ment has political reasons to give such 
employees the best wages and benefits 
possible without those wages being 
subjected to market forces.  private sec-
tor unions certainly are not perfect, but 
because they are beholden to private 
industry, their demands are limited by 
what the industries they contract with 
can provide, unless of course they are 
general motors or chrysler and can 
obtain a government bailout.  public 
employee unions, on the other hand, 

can pressure the government to raise 
taxes to finance higher salaries and 
benefits.  At a certain point, the higher 
taxes will be unsustainable, but in the 
meantime, these policies can result in 
permanent damage to the economy.  At 
least in pre-bailout times, if the uAW 
overreached in negotiating wages and 
benefits, the Big Three would be finan-
cially hurt, damaging the very benefits 
the union fought for.  Arguably, this is 
what has happened over the last fifty 
years, with Big Three produced cars 
making up only about half of car sales, 
down from a peak of over ninety per-
cent.  The government, however, does 

Re-Examining the List
Why student-athletes don’t really have it so easy

wisconsin’s Battle for economic survival
Why government unions are hemorrhaging the state’s budget

Continued, p. 12

Politics is responsible 
for the explosion 
in the number 
of inmates in 
America’s jails, as 
state legislators 
have incentives to 
appear tough on 
crime.  As a result, 
some states have 
adopted determinate 
sentencing schemes, 
like California’s Three 
Strike laws, which 
greatly increases the 
longevity of prison 
sentences.

http://www.moillusions.com/2007/04/university-class-
optical-illusion.html

All of the hoopla about Stanford 
student-athletes having access to 
“easy” courses was unwarranted.

Imprisoning our 
State budgets, 
cont.
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By matt cook

Note from the Editor:

The following article was first pub-
lished by California Common Sense 
(CACS), a non-partisan think tank dedi-
cated to “uncovering the truth about the 
state’s wasteful spending, bureaucratic 
inefficiencies, and massive debt crisis.”  
To learn more about CACS, please e-
mail Nate Levine at nlcia3@gmail.com.

california’s problem is structural. it 
funds over 500 agencies, commissions, 
and departments, many of them with 
overlapping functions. california’s de-
partments are subdivided into councils, 
agencies, and other departments, which 
are often redundant. The government’s 
solution has been to form new agencies 
and hire new administrators to manage 
cooperation between existing depart-
ments—not slash redundancies. 

examples of redundancy 
california’s environmental redun-

dancies are some of the worst, with 
agencies overlapping within and be-
tween departments. The natural re-
sources department, for example, 
oversees both the department of con-
servation and the california conser-
vation corps (different entities, same 
purpose). The california environmen-
tal protection Agency oversees the de-
partments of pesticide regulation and 

Toxic substances control. pesticide 
regulation alone employs over 350 in-
dividuals, many as administrators; that 
should be well enough to run the entire 
california epA. on top of the air, water, 
and waste control, the state has sepa-
rate departments for forestry, fish and 
game, wildlife protection, and coastal 
conservation—each with its own re-
dundancies. To maintain cooperation, 
the Biodiversity council was estab-
lished to manage collaboration between 
42 department and agencies, a portion 
of them federal. The proper approach 
would have been to reexamine the ne-
cessity of each agency and then apply 

the appropriate mergers, integrations, 
and cuts to reduce cost and repetition.  

redundancies on the environmental 
side hardly scratch the surface. numer-
ous political, safety, educational, and 
specialized departments also seem to 
repeat. The division of the state Archi-
tect (over 200 employed), for example, 
“provides design and construction over-
sight for K–12 schools and community 
colleges, and develops and maintains 
accessibility standards and codes uti-
lized in public and private buildings 
throughout the state of california.” The 
california Architects Board was created 
to fulfill the mission of “protecting the 

health, safety, and welfare of the public 
through the regulation of the practice 
of architecture in california.” There 
is also a long list of child care provid-
ers that could combine forces (Foster 
Youth Help, child Abuse prevention, 
child support services, children and 
Families commission, california Work 
opportunity and responsibility to 
Kids). restructuring would not only 
cut redundancy, but also save signifi-
cant administrative costs. 

The root of the Problem 
government agencies never oper-

ate like businesses; the incentives are 
not the same. incentives are such that 
agency employees would prefer depart-
mental redundancies that make their 
jobs easier (shared between multiple 
entities). To investigate departmental 
redundancies and inefficiencies, cali-
fornia common sense called thou-
sands of state agencies, councils, and 
commissions requesting to speak with 
human resources administrators. Fewer 
than five percent of them could accu-
rately tell us how many employees were 
on payroll. This information is funda-
mental to operating a business—and it 
should be fundamental to operating a 
government agency. little attention is 
given to fixing inefficiencies within de-
partments and redundancies between 
departments, and what solutions the 
government has chosen—creating new 
councils to manage existing ones—only 
exacerbate the problem.  n

california’s departmental redundancy
How bureaucratic inefficiency helps bankrupt the state

in magnitude. The us could very well be 
starting a third long, costly, violent occu-
pation. This fear is exacerbated by the fact 
that the hastily cobbled together Western 
coalition seems to agree on no further 
action beyond the immediate defense of 
Benghazi. What comes next -- trying to 
negotiate a partition of the country, rec-
onciling the two sides or regime change 
-- seems to be ill-defined and presumably 
up to powerful states to do as they wish. 

in launching the libyan strikes, there 
was also a violation of democratic pro-
cess. obama only informed congress 
of the new offensive days after it started. 
(one wonders why obama didn’t go di-
rectly and immediately to the dependably 
bloodthirsty congress, who would have 
certainly given him anything he want-
ed.) even presidential candidate obama 
agreed with this logic: “The president 
does not have power under the constitu-
tion to unilaterally authorize a military 
attack in a situation that does not involve 
stopping an actual or imminent threat to 
the nation.” 

in fairness to those arguing for inter-

vention, there is certainly a moral and 
legal basis for intervening in libya: pre-
venting the violence against civilians as 
stated in the un security council res-
olution 1973. And simply because the 
united states has carried out horrific acts 
in the past does not preclude its ability to 
implement good policies now. rather, the 
germane question is: can one reasonably 
expect the united states to act as a pro-
tector of humanitarianism in libya? 

unfortunately, there is little reason to 
believe that the route America takes in 
libya now will differ significantly from 
its past (and present) imperialist policies. 
There has been no recognizable change in 
culture or practice to make such a dras-
tic change of heart believable. America 
continues to rampage around the world, 
mercilessly killing other civilians. con-
fronting American crimes remains the 
single greatest taboo of American politi-
cal life. But perhaps this could change in 
the future. When prima facie war crimi-
nals like Kissinger and Bush go on trial, 
or when the us military withdraws from 
iraq and Afghanistan with apologies and 

reparations to the victims (this is not an 
exhaustive list; one could imagine other 
meaningful gestures), maybe that will 
signal a sea change in how America ex-
pects to conduct foreign policy. But as of 
right now, obama can’t even address the 
1973 American overthrow of chilean de-

mocracy honestly, much less apologize 
for the act (when he was asked to do so at 
a recent chilean press conference).

intervening in libya to take sides in a 
civil war is even less defensible than in-
tervening on humanitarian grounds. The 
rebels have been romanticized by some, 
but can America be so sure that the peo-
ple it is backing are truly the “good guys”? 
After all, they have their share of moral 
failings, too -- for instance, attacking 
blacks on the suspicion of participating 
in gaddafi’s mercenary army. As much 
as some may not like it, gaddafi still has 
the support of a significant part of libya. 
Falling into the easy trap of imagining 
this war as a manichean conflict of good 
versus evil is a temptation that should be 
avoided. 

The interests of what seems like the 
majority of the libyan people and the in-
terests of the united states leadership ap-
pear to align at present. That is no guar-
antee, however, that they will continue 
to do so, and history has shown that us 
politicians have few qualms about sacri-
ficing Arabs for perceived political and 
material gain. The libyans are begging 
for Western intervention now, but they 
soon might grow to regret it. n

Foreign Policy Hypocrisy, cont.

Some people have 
romanticized the 
libyan rebels, but can 
Americans be sure 
that the rebels are 
truly the “good guys”?  
Falling into the trap 
of imagining this war 
as a conflict of good 
versus evil should be 
avoided.
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California’s departmental redundancies cost the state
millions of dollars each year.
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not have competitors in what it does.  it 
has a monopoly on the enforcement of 
law and order, and because of that, any 
union contracts it enters into threaten 
the pocketbooks of its shareholders:  the 
taxpayers.  even the fairly progressive 
Franklin delano roosevelt realized this 
in the 1930s, as he sought to bolster the 
power of private, not public, unions.

indeed, the paradox confronting 
unions for government workers in any 
democratic or republican system of 
government is the following:  how is it 
that a commonly elected government, 
whether at the city, state, or federal 
level, requires a private coalition to pro-
tect the rights of government workers?  
The same government sets basic laws 

and requirements that it is required to 
enforce fairly with respect to all of its 
citizens.  it seems strange that a sepa-
rate, non-government entity would be 
required to intercede for the employees 
of the government.  The question that 
begs to be asked is if the government 
cannot protect the rights of its own 
workers, how can we expect it to uphold 
law and order in society?  it is clear that 
government workers could potentially 
be subject to unfair practices or mea-
ger benefits, but a separate government 
watchdog agency should be able to 
make sure that such employees are not 
abused.  does the government not have 
a department of labor that regulates the 
private sector?  do minimum wage and 

safety laws not apply to government 
employees?  The clear answer is that 

they do, and that government employee 
unions have become more of a de facto 
branch of the democratic party than 

a legitimate organization designed to 
correct employment abuses.   

unfortunately, this whole debate may 
be shortly mute, as municipalities and 
possibly even states seek bankruptcy 
protection, gutting the overly-generous 
pension plans given to state unionized 
workers over the last several decades.  
unfunded promises cannot be kept in 
the long run, and even though govern-
ments have deeper pockets than corpo-
rations due to their ability to raise taxes, 
at the end of the day, they will eventu-
ally run out of money.  The bad news is 
that the taxpayers will still suffer, unless 
politicians such as governor Walker 
strictly limit the power of government 
unions.  n

wisconsin’s battle for Economic Survival, cont.

Even though 
governments have 
deep pockets because 
they can raise taxes, 
at the end of the 
day, their money will 
eventually run out.

By isHan natH

As temperatures rise this summer, 
so will gas prices.  Already over $3 per 
gallon, the energy information Admin-
istration projects that the retail price 
of gasoline will rise to $3.70 over the 
course of 2011.  if concerns over middle 
eastern supply disruptions continue to 
intensify, the price could go even high-
er.  And with the American people on 
edge about the amount they have to pay 
at the pump, politicians have wasted no 
time exploiting their anxiety by blam-
ing the situation on the obama admin-
istration’s offshore drilling policy.

on an intuitive level, the message 
bombarding the airwaves seems to 
make sense.  prices rise when demand 
outstrips supply.  so why not address 
the problem by removing barriers to 
domestic supply, especially when doing 
so would reduce our dependence on 
unsavory foreign regimes?  The facts, 
however, tell a different story.  Quanti-
tatively, u.s. offshore oil production has 
virtually no impact on gasoline prices, 
nor does it do much to protect America 
from its reliance on an unstable source 
of energy.

The main point bears repeating: u.s. 
offshore oil production does not affect 
gas prices.  Why not?  Because the price 
of crude petroleum is determined by its 
total supply and demand on the world-
wide market, which operates on much 
too large a scale to be affected.  The unit-
ed states has only 2.1% of the world’s 
proved oil reserves.  in 2010 offshore 
production accounted for only 8.7% of 
u.s. supplies, a microscopic fraction of 
the world’s total.  Thus, the nonpartisan 
research organization resources for the 
Future found that precautionary regu-
lations that raise the cost of drilling off-
shore by 20% would increase the price 
of gasoline by only about half a cent per 
gallon.  even a total ban on u.s. drilling 
in deepwater and ultra-deepwater ar-
eas, something no administration offi-
cial would dare suggest, would increase 
gas prices by only 7.2 cents per gallon.  
in the context of gas prices rising from 

$2 to nearly $4 per gallon, minor shifts 
in regulatory policy literally make no 
noticeable difference.

 What about reducing America’s vul-
nerability to supply shocks from geopo-
litical uncertainty in the middle east?  
can’t more domestic oil prevent for-
eign dictators from holding the united 
states hostage by threatening to with-
hold their supply of oil?  once again, 
the answer is no.  Because u.s. supplies, 
as Berkeley energy economist severin 
Borenstein puts it, represent just “drops 
in the worldwide oil bucket,” we do not 
have nearly enough oil to significantly 
alter the world price.  Without being 
able to change the world price, increas-
es in domestic production mean noth-
ing if oil-rich opec members limit the 
supply of oil and drive up the price be-
cause American oil companies will still 
sell the oil at its market value.  Thus, in 
supply shocks, like those imposed by 
opec in the 1970s, countries with sub-
stantial petroleum production face the 
same price hike as countries with no 
petroleum production.  no matter what 
America does about domestic produc-
tion, our economy will still rely heavily 

on the countries that control the vast 
majority of the world’s oil to keep the 
crude flowing.  

To be sure, domestic oil production 
does have some benefits, although not 
of the character and magnitude often 
claimed by politicians.  The jobs and 
revenues provided by firms engaged in 
drilling, refining, and transporting oil 
matter to the economy, particularly at a 
time of high unemployment.  in terms 
of energy security, domestic production 
does make a minor impact by displacing 
foreign resources.  stanford economist 
Hillard Huntington and stephen Brown 
of resources for the Future estimate 
that these welfare benefits from domes-
tic oil production amount to only $1 per 
barrel, or just over 2 cents per gallon of 
gas.  And in terms of mitigating the im-
pact of oil price spikes, increasing do-
mestic production does modestly ease 
the macroeconomic losses.  if slightly 
more American oil consumption comes 
from domestic sources, then the wealth 
transfers from producer to consumer 
that accompany price spikes will benefit 
American producers in a slightly higher 
proportion.  

of course, offshore drilling also has 
costs.  The infamous British petroleum 
oil spill last summer killed 11 workers, 
cost American businesses and consum-
ers tens of billions of dollars, inflicted 
environmental damages that will not 
be fully understood for years, and left 
behind an enduring trail of destruc-
tion.  For comparison, several studies 
have shown that citizens affected by the 
exxon valdez spill from 1989 still suf-
fer mental and physical health damages 
relative to control communities even 
two decades later.  

The obama administration’s inclina-
tion to exercise caution to ensure the 
ongoing safety of offshore drilling op-
erations in the wake of an environmen-
tal and economic catastrophe reflected 
basic common sense.  The 33 deepwater 
wells similar to the deepwater Horizon 
that fell under its temporary drilling 
moratorium made up only a small frac-
tion of the many thousands of active 
platforms in the gulf of mexico.  But 
debating the finer points of the admin-
istration’s balance between safety and 
production misses the larger point.  
offshore drilling is nothing more than 
a convenient target for political banter, 
a sideshow in the context of American 
energy policy.

expanding our production of off-
shore oil will not lower gas prices, and it 
will not absolve our fragile dependence 
on unstable supplies.  if the united 
states endeavors to reduce the eco-
nomic, geopolitical, and social costs of 
our reliance on oil, it will have to do so 
by decreasing our consumption of the 
resource and its relative importance in 
the American economy.  over the next 
two years, as challengers for the repub-
lican nomination for president compete 
for the most bombastic claims that the 
obama administration’s offshore drill-
ing policies have driven up gas prices, 
empowered foreign dictators, and dam-
aged the American economy, just re-
member that the economics and the 
math do not support their claims.  Their 
heated rhetoric refers to nothing more 
than drops in the world oil bucket. n

deconstructing the offshore drilling myth
Why expanding such drilling would have little positive effect on Americans

Contrary to the perception of many Americans, drilling for oil 
offshore will do little to reduce our dependence on foreign oil.
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By courtney crisP

i spent last summer in leipzig, ger-
many, stretching my time abroad as far 
as it could possibly go before my deso-
late bank account snapped. in my quest 
for the perfect apartment, i ended up 
with a random roommate from Tunisia. 
i still vividly remember that hot July day 
when we met, how malek, in all of her 
miniskirt wearing, club going, and equal 
rights fighting glory, shook images of 
stereotypical middle eastern women 
right out of my head. Her raven hair 
was uncovered, her clothes completely 
Westernized, the books lining her book-
shelves a mix of French, Arabic, and 
german.

she carried a beautiful gilded copy of 
the Koran with her everywhere she went, 
fervently working toward a graduate 
degree in business administration. she 
was intent on taking the world by storm 
with her fierce attitude and 5 languages, 
feeling equally at home in paris, Berlin, 
los Angeles, and her native country. she 
never saw her secular life and beautiful 
religious traditions as mutually exclu-
sive. she could have it all. 

i can’t help but think of her lately 
when tensions exploded in the middle 
east over these last few months. While 
i am no Arabic expert by any means – 
malek is the first and really only native 
middle easterner i know - i worry for 
her and her country. 

in our dorm we used to heat cheap 
german egg noodles, talking about how 
much we missed Berlin and our other 
homes. i told her about california and 
how much i missed the beach and mexi-
can food. And she told me about Tuni-
sia. 

she saw Tunisia as incredibly dif-
ferent than the rest of the middle east, 
telling me about how many of the other 
countries thought her country was far 
too liberal regarding women’s rights. in 
Tunisia, it is normal for women to walk 
the streets with uncovered heads.  They 
are encouraged to get university-level 

By evan storms

As of late, there has been no lack of 
rhetoric among california politicians 
about the need for difficult decisions in 
the face of a $25.4 billion deficit—and 
no excess of such decisions in the actual 
course of state politics.  The responsibil-
ity for making those decisions now falls 
to you.  But of that, you seem well aware.  
And so i am not writing to ask you to 
make difficult decisions.  i am asking for 
something still rarer in this state’s his-
tory: that you make smart decisions.  

This request is neither trivial nor 
empty.  smart means something specific 
in the context of state government; and 
that something is specifically what we 
have yet to see in response to califor-
nia’s budget shortfalls.  smart is funda-
mentally apolitical.  i am not asking you 
to lean left or right, to come out for or 
against unions, or business, or welfare.  
i ask only that you support the efficient 
operation of the california government 
in quantifiable, concrete terms—and 
that you support it not with promises, 
but with policy. 

some are quick to dismiss the idea 
that inefficiency is any significant part of 
california’s problem.  They are wrong, 
but not entirely.  vague claims about 
eliminating waste are indeed, according 
to an lA Times article, “soothing to vot-
ers’ ears but basically…drivel.”  The ef-
fort for efficiency that this state needs is 
quite the opposite.  it has to be based on 
a comprehensive examination of how 
california works and what it spends, 
and to implement the type of definitive 
cost-cutting measures that any business 
in california’s position would have to 
undertake.  

let me be specific.  consider the pris-
on system.  our state spends $47,000 per 
prisoner per year, over 50% more than 
the national average and nearly three 
times what Texas spends.  research 
shows that this is largely the conse-
quence of overpayment for healthcare 
services and security personnel, which 
in turn is the consequence of a lack of 
price competition.  contracting with 

private firms would reintroduce such 
competition, and even if the result was 
only an approximation of the more ef-
ficient Texan system, this would save the 
state upwards of $2 billion annually.

or consider the california Health 
and Human services Agency (cHHs).  
cHHs has 13 different departments.  
Findings from the california perfor-
mance review suggest that their poor 
coordination costs the state billions of 
dollars each year.  To cite just a few ex-
amples, beneficiary data for cHHs is 
stored in 60 different information sys-
tems, which leads departments not only 
to perform overlapping data collection, 
but also to have multiplied maintenance 
costs.  likewise, eligibility for various 
state welfare programs is determined in-
dependently, so that the same data has 
to be processed multiple times by differ-
ent departments.  no one benefits from 
this redundancy, least of all the benefi-
ciaries who are forced to navigate a more 
complex bureaucracy because of it.  And 
note that cutting a mere 10% of cHHs’s 
expenditures would close nearly a third 
of the budget gap.    

These are not isolated cases; redun-
dancy, overpayment, and administrative 
sprawl have become the norms of this 
state’s government.  in the uc system, 
the ranks of senior management have in-
creased 97% in the past ten years, while 
the student population has increased 

40% and the faculty only 23%.  There is 
now nearly one senior administrator for 
every faculty member.  Within the natu-
ral resources department (nrd), there 
is both a department of conservation 
and the california conservation corp.  
Within the environmental protection 
Agency (epA), there are departments 
of both pesticide regulation and Toxic 
substances control.  And in addition to 
the nrd and the epA, there is an ocean 
protection council.  one struggles to 
imagine an arrangement in which there 
is no administrative and functional 
overlap among these bodies.  let those 
who maintain that there are no substan-
tial savings to be gained by eliminating 
inefficiency imagine such an arrange-
ment over the span of the state’s 11 agen-
cies, 79 departments, and more than 300 
boards and commissions.  

identifying these issues did not re-
quire some complex computer algorithm 
or access to vast amounts of government 
data.  They are manifest to anyone will-
ing to look through the state’s own re-
ports.  i work with california common 
sense, a stanford-based group doing 
exactly that.  enumerating the struc-
tural inefficiencies we have found would 
make this far too long for a polite letter.  
it suffices to say that there are objectively 
identifiable inefficiencies, that they in-
crease the state’s operating expenses by 
billions of dollars per year, that califor-
nia common sense has drawn up viable 
policy solutions, and that we cannot be 
the only ones who wish to see them im-
plemented.   

much of the recent budget debate has 
focused on the long-worn issue of tax 
hikes vs. service cuts.  insofar as short-
term funding is lacking, that is appro-
priate.  But in the long term this tired 
dichotomy only obscures the necessity 
of broader structural reform.  There is a 
group of stanford students eager to help 
bring that about, but the political impe-
tus for reform is your responsibility and 
your opportunity.  Your commitment 
to tough decisions gives me some con-
fidence.  A commitment to smart deci-
sions would give me more.  n

An Open Letter to Jerry Brown
A plea for better governance

Women’s Rights 
in Tunisia
A reason for hope that 
Muslim nations can give 
women the dignity they 
deserve

losing out on the Best and Brightest
Why America’s immigration policy should be changed

By sHaHryar malik

The name sanjay mavinkurve seldom 
rings a bell with computer scientists, 
dedicated Facebook users, or even Har-
vard graduates from the class of 2003. 
However, sanjay was the original com-
puter programmer who was recruited 
by the Winklevoss twins at Harvard 
to produce part of the code for what 
would later become sensationalized as 
mark Zuckerberg’s Facebook. unlike 
his successor mark Zuckerberg, sanjay 
did not have the liberty to stay on and 

continue programming Facebook, or 
more accurately, the Harvard connec-
tion. upon graduating from Harvard, 
sanjay needed a corporate sponsor to 
file for his H1-B visa so that he could 
continue to work and live in the unit-
ed states. He now works for a sleepy 
google sales outpost in canada. While 
sanjay’s name does not draw mention 
in the blockbuster hit that chronicles 
Facebook’s story, The Social Network, 
he has become the poster-child for pro-
ponents of the H1-B visa debate that 
has captured the attention of us policy-

makers. 
Tech firms in silicon valley such as 

google and microsoft are perhaps the 
most outspoken critics of the govern-
ment’s policy reinstating the strict quota 
of 65,000 H1-B visas for foreign nation-
als to work temporarily in the united 
states. According to a new York Times 
article, google alone spends about $20 
million a year on its immigration efforts 
— including lobbying, administration, 
and fees to law firms. microsoft, while 

Continued, p. 17
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jerry brown will have to make 
some tough decisions to solve 

California’s budget woes.

I still can vividly 
remember that hot 
july day when we met, 
how Malek, in all of 
her miniskirt wearing, 
club going, and equal 
rights fighting glory, 
shook the images of 
stereotypical Middle 
Eastern women right 
out of my head. 
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By kHaled alsHawi

The year 2011 started off with the 
theme ‘History in the making’ for the 
Arab world, with demands for changes 
in government regimes across the re-
gion. But for Bahrain, a small island 
in the heart of the Arabian gulf, pro-
testors fought for more freedom, jobs, 
and equality. The protests broke out on 
February 14, just three days after Hosni 
mubarak, egypt’s president, stepped 
down. The anti-government demon-
strators successfully adopted a similar 
strategy to egypt’s, gathering in one of 
the Kingdom’s most symbolic places. 
The country, which is a constitutional 
monarchy, has a total of 1.2 million 
people, but only half are Bahraini, who 
are mostly shias. Bahrain’s version of its 
“day of rage” immediately caught the 
attention of the international media as 
the entire region was already boiling, 
and this changed everything.

many of the major news agencies 
tried to draw parallels between other 
Arab nations and Bahrain but made 
several factual errors. For one, they re-
ferred to the protesters’ gathering place 
in Bahrain as lulu square when in real-
ity it was always referred to as the lulu 
roundabout. This was to give a false 
impression that Bahrain’s protesters live 
under the same conditions as those in 
egypt, who gathered in Tahrir square, 
demanding a change in the political re-
gime due to their bad living conditions. 
The media emphasized the Bahraini 
protesters’ struggle with strong inequal-
ity and favoritism of the supposedly rich 
sunni minority over the mostly poor 
shia majority, an idea that many people 
of Bahrain would go against.

Before i go on, i want to bring out 
some facts: Bahrain has performed 
exceptionally well in the past decade, 
and especially during the last financial 
crisis, maintaining modest growth and 
good economic performance in relative 
terms. Bahrain has a strong challenge 
that its neighboring countries do not 
face.  it does not depend largely on its oil 
reserves and exports, and hence it em-
phasizes the need to diversify, empow-
er, and educate. Human development 
indicators in Bahrain are much higher 
than the rest of the region, with greater 
adult literacy rates and education lev-
els. The government wants ultimately 
to act as a regulator with a prosperous 
economy dependent on its exceptional 
financial services, foreign investments, 
and tourism with a highly skilled popu-
lation, as documented in its year 2030 
economic vision. currently, public 
education and health care are provided 
for free. Bahrain does not tax its citizens 
and has no corporate income taxes for 
all businesses. Bahraini unemployment 

currently is at 3.4%, almost three times 
less than the united states, but the pro-
testors demand more jobs.

Bahrain is one of the few countries 
in the muslim world with a shia major-
ity, along with iran, iraq, and lebanon. 
However, Bahrain is ruled entirely by 
sunnis. Hence, the protests, according 
to news reporters, were a large result of 
an oppressed lower class shia majority 
against a small sunni elite who pos-
sess most of the country’s wealth and 
land. it was surprising to me to read 
articles with titles like nicolas Kristof ’s 
“Bahrain pulls a Qaddafi,” “is Bahrain 
following Apartheid?” and statements 
by prominent nY Times contributors 

such as michael slackman, who wrote, 
when describing the people who at-
tended a huge pro-status government 
rally, that most attendees were sunnis, 
and “the air was scented with perfume, 
and people drove expensive cars.” The 
reader would think that the people at 
the massive rally were the rich sunnis, 
when in reality more than 300,000 at-
tended, including many shias as well. 
most sunnis and shias want the ruling 
family to stay in control, but the media 
gave the impression that only sunnis, or 
“elite,” do.

during the protests, things took a 
turn for the worst when innocent lives 
were lost after the police fired tear gas 
and rubber bullets at protestors who 
began damaging the country’s goods. 
This led to a series of terrorizing acts by 
a small group of people, and the protest-
ers did no longer ask for fairness, but for 
the fall of the regime, who, in their eyes, 
had killed their own people when they 
were supposed to protect them. protest-
ers switched signs from ‘We want more 
freedom’ to ‘death to the ruling family.’ 
As a result, the angry protesters acted 
reprehensibly, as they attacked students 
in the main Bahraini university, stole 
weapons and hospital ambulances to 
help with their attacks, started fires, 
blocked the roads and streets, and di-

vided the nation in two. They created 
many fake videos that went viral glob-
ally. When it was confirmed that these 
videos were fake, no one internation-
ally reported it. At one point, i thought 
Bahrain was going to go into a civil war 
between the rich and poor, the well es-
tablished and poorly established, but 
for the media, it was betweem sunni 
and shia. The outcome of this was more 
deaths of the police and protesters. The 
government lost control of its nation, 
and it is for this reason that the rest of 
the gulf cooperative council (gcc) 
offered to help, namely saudi Ara-
bia, Kuwait, Qatar and uAe, who sent 
around 2,000 troops to restore peace 

on march 14, 2011, exactly one month 
after the protests broke out. When pro-
tests ended, the lulu monument was 
destroyed, the country declared a three-
month long martial law,.  The kingdom 
is now on its road to recovery.

Two things worry me from this pro-
test:

1. The media helped create a clearer 
division between sunnis and shias. it 
saddened me when i heard stories about 
some of my sunni and shia friends 
fighting in my high school, about sunni 
parents asking their children to stay 
away from their shia friends, and shia 
parents asking theirs to stay away from 
their sunni friends. This was never a 
problem in our nation until now, and 
the image of Bahrain was severely hin-
dered on the global stage. This is some-
thing Bahrain cannot risk since it relies 
largely on tourism and foreign invest-
ments.

2. When i discuss the protests with 
people, they usually ask me if democ-
racy is the best solution for Bahrain. At 
this point, i do not know. Bahrain has 
opened up more than the rest of the 
region, and promoted more freedom 
by releasing all its political prisoners, 
eliminating the emergency laws and 
courts, giving women the right to vote, 
and holding parliamentary selections 

in 2002 for the first time in 27 years. 
despite the strong correlation between 
a country’s level of economic develop-
ment and its likelihood of being a de-
mocracy, Bahrain plans to continue as 
a constitutional monarchy. When the 
gcc countries offered to help stop 
protesters from demanding political 
reforms in Bahrain, iranian leaders 
such as Khomeini, and Hezbollah of 
lebanon, all shia, strongly went against 
the gcc rulers’ involvement, who are 
all sunni. iran opposed saudi Arabia’s 
sending of troops and said that the 
anti-government demonstrators have 
the full right to express their concerns, 
something i find extremely ironic since 
iran does not tolerate any protests or 
freedom of expression at all in its own 
country. A few shia leaders who took 
active roles in the protests in Bahrain 
are with iran and Hezbollah, who, as we 
all know, are not very fond of the West-
ern world and their ideals. These people 
support actions such as the banning of 
alcohol in the nation as required by the 
islamic sharia law, and Bahrain allows 
the import and consumption of alco-
hol, which attracts many tourists from 
the countries surrounding it that do not 
have the liberalism Bahrain has. These 
people are also against the gcc’s close-
knit ties with the united states. one 
particular case pertaining to Bahrain is 
with the King’s promise to support and 
keep the us fifth naval fleet for a longer 
period of time in the nation, as revealed 
by one of the few Wikileaks documents 
about Bahrain, and this did not come 
as welcoming news to iran and their 
followers. some even support iran’s re-
gime and its nuclear weapons develop-
ment programs.

A complete political regime change 
in Bahrain is very risky today. even 
though there are some in Bahrain who 
continue to feel discriminated against 
by their own government, i think it 
would be unwise to uproot the cur-
rent political system. rather, i believe 
the best option is to continue along the 
path of economic prosperity, while the 
government prepares to act more as a 
regulator, to provide people with more 
freedom, and to improve the country’s 
general standard of living. The gov-
ernment needs to establish a semiau-
tonomous national security council 
and build agencies of horizontal ac-
countability. examples of this include 
independent and secular courts, non-
partisan electoral administrations, and 
citizen complaint committees. in the 
long run, the monarchy of Bahrain will 
have a reduced role, and its citizens will 
have more responsibilities, which will 
make them feel more included, leaving 
space for economic development under 
the current regime. n

Problems with the media
How it has misled and misinformed people about Bahrain’s current struggles

The media has distorted the protests in bahrain. 

http://www.taghribnews.ir/vgliz3a5.t1arrtkcizl2t.x.html
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By Hayley maynard

This past quarter i decided i would 
take a class from a department i didn’t 
know much about and found the class 
csre: introduction to comparative 
studies in race and ethnicity.  i had 
yet to take a class that focused on race 
and/or ethnicity, and i was excited to 
hear the viewpoints of different mi-
nority groups in an academic environ-
ment.  (i am a caucasian/latina female 
but consider myself to be white.)  With 
great disappointment, i quickly realized 
that this class was not about educating 
stanford students about issues dealing 
with race and ethnicity, but was instead 
intended to spread an extreme political 
agenda.  professors moya and markus, 
as well as the guest lecturers, essentially 
pegged white conservative christians 
as the cause of many of the problems we 
face today with regard to race.  i wanted 
to use this article to describe the class 
and touch on some of the material that 
was taught to us as well as to show that 
while the class itself had good inten-
tions, the professors and TAs were not 
interested in keeping their politics out 
of the classroom.  moreover, i think the 
racial issues that keep people from liv-
ing out their potential in their lives are 
egregious, and i hope we can remedy 
them in the near future.      

Before i go into specifics, i want to 
say that there were some parts of the 
class that were very insightful.  For ex-
ample, the theory of “doing ethnicity,” 
which allows people to identify with 
ethnic groups based on shared charac-
teristics that are seen as a sense of pride, 
motivation and belonging, is a great 
way to think about race and ethnicity.  
unfortunately, these positive points 
were few and far between, and the class 
was instead focused on mostly spread-
ing liberal political ideas.  

The class was comprised of guest 
lectures every class period and then 
“bridging” lectures from either profes-
sor moya or markus.  in the first few 
classes, professor moya and markus 
gave us the lectures, and this was when 
i got the idea that this class was not 
just about race, but also about poli-

tics.  professor markus wanted to show 
how there were some people who were 
“racist” on mainstream television and 
showed clips of rush limbaugh and 
glenn Beck.  other charged commen-
tary that professor markus alluded 
to was that ronald reagan’s “War on 
drugs” and tax cuts in the early 1980’s 
were a way for him to incarcerate Af-
rican-American men to suppress the 
Black vote, and that the Hoover institu-
tion on campus was a place that spread 
rumors and lies about society.  This was 
only the start and once the guest lec-
tures started it became more and more 
obvious with each class that there was 
a clear agenda—paint white conserva-
tives as the “problem” in our country in 
regard to race.

many of the other lecturers had polit-
ically charged views as well.  For exam-
ple, shanto iyengar argued in his lecture 
entitled “race and media” that the unit-
ed states should adopt widespread pub-
lic broadcasting services as many other 
european countries do.  He said the rea-
son that the united states does not have 
a huge presence in public broadcasting 
is because “republicans were trying to 
cut the funding.”  in his next segment, 
he discussed “wedge appeals,” which 
are ads designed to pit groups against 
each other, for the candidate to appeal 
to voters’ sense of group identity, and 
again he targeted only republicans.  He 
gave examples such as John mccain ads 
making obama’s skin color darker than 

it really was, other ads attacking george 
H.W. Bush’s opponent in a racist man-
ner, and meg Whitman backing off of 
her fight against illegals.  At the end of 
the class, someone asked the question 
if public broadcasting could work in 
our partisan political climate, and mr. 
iyengar responded, “republicans think 
a documentary is biased.”  mr. iyengar 
did not come to talk about real issues, 
but to spread his liberal ideas as truth, 
and he did not even present the other 
side.

Yet another politically charged lec-
ture came from Brian lowery, which 
was entitled “managing and maintain-
ing dominance.”  While he did have 
some good points about how minorities 
are less advantaged than whites, he went 
into politics again to show how “racist” 
white republicans were.  in his study 
about inequality, he described the re-
sults that showed that there were people 
(all white) who voted for obama in the 
2008 presidential election so if elected, 
they could say that race was no longer 
an issue in our country, and they would 
have leeway in decreasing the commit-
ment to policies designed to increase 
racial equity.  At the end of the lecture 
someone asked about reverse racism, 
and he said it didn’t exist.  He used the 
example how it used to be oK that men 
sexually harassed women in the work-
place and that it was no longer allowed.  
He then asked the question back to the 
student if she thought that was reverse 

racism.  Whether reverse racism ex-
ists or not, he gave no explanation and 
brushed off the student’s question com-
pletely.

The most charged lecture came from 
Joel Benin. upon further research, 
i found that he is not someone who 
would ever be interested in a balanced 
debate.  His lecture was entitled, “Arabs, 
islam and Western cultural Tradition.”  
He came with no lectures slides, and his 
lecture turned into an hour-long rant 
about the iraq War and how corrupt 
the united states is.  He did not have 
any points about race but focused on 
how Bush lied to the American people 
about Wmds in iraq and the reason he 
invaded was because, and he claimed to 
have quotes of this, that Bush thought 
his god was bigger and better than the 
muslim god and he would show them 
his god’s true power.  i have never felt 
so violated in what should be a comfort-
able and open environment.  The lec-
ture instead turned into an emotionally 
charged rant on how authoritarian and 
dictatorial America is.  it was somewhat 
nice to see that most of the class quickly 
tuned out when he began his rant-
ing.  Towards the end of his lecture he 
told us that we should not watch cnn, 
msnBc, or Fox news and should in-
stead tune into Al-Jazeera, which is the 
network of choice for osama Bin lad-
en.  if you type in his name in google, 
you can find that he has called suicide 
bombers “martyrs” and stated that 9/11 
was justified because of America’s op-
pressive foreign policies.

While i wanted to take a class that 
talked about real racial problems in 
our country, csre 196c was instead 
a politically charged class that tried to 
paint republicans as the real problem 
and promote liberal politics.  it is sad 
that even at stanford, we cannot take a 
class about race that is balanced politi-
cally, and that doesn’t relentlessly bash 
conservative politics while trying to get 
the class to believe in their liberal ideas.  
i doubt i will ever take a class like this 
again and i am thoroughly disappoint-
ed that such classes with these agendas 
even exist, especially at one of the top 
academic institutions in the world. n

my contention with csre 196c
Introduction to Comparative Studies in Race and Ethnicity

women’s rights in Tunisia, cont.

race and ethnicity need not divide us.

http://chrisabraham.com/2009/01/19/martin-luther-king-jr/

educations, and they party right along 
with their male counterparts. incredibly 
grateful to be from Tunisia, malek knew 
she had opportunities to which not all 
Arab women have access. 

But women in Tunisia today are wor-
ried. i first stumbled upon their struggles 
in a February 22 new York Times article 
entitled “Women’s rights a strong point 
in Tunisia.” Although women’s rights 
are a prominent issue in most middle 
eastern countries undergoing political 
reform, in Tunisia they have everything 
to lose. Women look to the recent his-
torical examples of Afghanistan and iran 
and worries mount.   under communist 

rulers, Afghani women and girls were re-
quired to go to school, bride prices were 
banned, and women started making up 
a substantial part of the population in 
universities. But that all changed with 
the onset of Taliban rule, when women 
could no longer even do simple things 
like walk the streets alone. in iran dur-
ing the reign of the shah, women were 
required to wear western dress. That 
all changed with the next regime when 
wearing western dress and walking with 
your hair uncovered could land you in 
jail. 

some are not as worried for their fu-
ture, saying that they are a strong and 

educated group who played a large role 
in recent political changes. others, like 
Kamel labidi in a guardian.co.uK online 
magazine article, believe women are los-
ing their rights. He describes, “Women 
from different walks of life are routine-
ly harassed or assaulted by ubiquitous 
plainclothes police agents for seemingly 
harmless things such as signing a peti-
tion, or even for heading to meetings 
at the offices of authorised groups or to 
government agencies to register an ngo 
or apply for a licence to establish a news-
paper or a radio station.” 

in my opinion, it is not clear at all 
which way women’s rights in Tunisia 

currently sway. it is extremely difficult to 
tell in this chaotic moment what kinds of 
changes will likely be instituted, whether 
they will actually be effective, and ulti-
mately if the new powers will look out 
for the people who so avidly fought for 
revolution in the first place. only time 
will be able to do that with any kind of 
certainty.  

But if my time around malek has 
taught me anything, it is that Tunisian 
women will be able to persevere. They 
have enjoyed the freedoms for years 
that so many women before them have 
fought for, and i sincerely hope that they 
refuse to settle for anything less. n
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By asFandyar mir

Anti-Americanism is a buzzword 
of sorts. i say buzzword because most 
people do not understand what it means. 
politicians use it in ambiguous ways to 
explain why us policies fail to deliver in 
some parts of the world. it also finds its 
mention in the fluid and official-sound-
ing discussion of diplomats on united 
state’s foreign policy.

An average American, however, may 
fail to understand this term, its origins, 

and the context to it. it beats him why 
anyone outside the us would hate his 
country. it also eludes him why people in 
other countries would be bothered about 
the us.

i would not blame him, for he never 
gets the real picture of the America that 
the outside world sees and deals with. 
There are many reasons for this, one of 
them being the way American media 
functions. But regardless of the reasons, it 
is important to note that Americans and 
those living outside the us have a very 
different perspective of how the us con-
ducts itself outside its borders. The us 
tries to maintain the high moral ground 
within its borders but cares much less 
about those outside its borders. This helps 
to form the basis of Anti-Americanism--
something that people in united states 
never get to see or experience.

For example, Americans have the im-
pression that the us stands for the rule 
of law and the dignity of human life in all 
its manifestations. But pakistanis would 
disagree with Americans on this--for 
they have found, to their cost, that the 
us’s understanding of rule of law and 
the dignity of human life is restricted to 
the us alone. A case in point of this is a 
recent incident in pakistan involving an 
American named raymond davis .

raymond davis was a ciA security 
contractor in pakistan working under 
diplomatic cover as a member of the 
technical and administrative staff of the 
us consulate in lahore. on Jan 27, 2011, 

davis murdered two young boys in the 
city of lahore with his 9 mm glock while 
stuck in traffic in his car. After killing the 
two boys, davis tried to flee the scene 
but was caught by a mob which handed 
him over to the police. At the same time, 
davis called for help and another car of 
the us consulate, driving down a one-
way road while on its way to rescue him, 
killed a motorcyclist and successfully ran 
away.

The police arrested davis and filed a 
case against him of murder and carrying 
of illegal arms. davis in turn claimed the 
two pakistanis were trying to rob him 
and that he acted in self-defense. There 
was some truth to his stance, as the police 
report corroborated part of davis’s ver-
sion that the boys were armed gunmen, 
but it denied the assertion that they acted 
in any way to elicit such a response.

regardless of what actually happened 
at the scene, the way the us government 
handled the incident was even more in-
teresting. The us embassy in islamabad 
claimed that davis enjoyed absolute 
immunity from legal prosecution and 
called for his immediate release. But 
pakistan’s Foreign ministry refused to 
acknowledge this particular stance of the 
embassy-- and for good reason. Accord-
ing to Article 41 of the vienna conven-
tion on consular relations of 1963, to 
which both pakistan and united states 
are signatories, consulate staff enjoys 
immunity except “in the case of a grave 
crime.” davis’s alleged crime was “grave” 
by all standards--cold-blooded murder 
of two pakistanis--and thus the pakistani 
foreign ministry did not ratify the stance 
of the us embassy.

in the backdrop of the legal bustle, a 
wave of public unrest and anti-American 
sentiment engulfed pakistan. A country 
known for chronic anti- Americanism, 
and which has been become increasingly 
flustered by us presence in Afghanistan 
and the negative consequences paki-
stanis have had to face because of that, 
pakistan did not take kindly the fact that 
an American, on official duty, had killed 
two pakistanis in broad daylight and that 
in return, instead of being apologetic, the 
us government was demanding his im-
mediate release. That a car of the us con-
sulate had killed another innocent by-
stander made matters all the worse. Also 
the fact that the culprit in question was 
a ciA agent, not a diplomat, and yet the 
us government was seeking diplomatic 
immunity for him added fuel to fire. 
many took to the streets, as politicians 
right and left of center latched onto the 
issue, and a breakdown of law and order 
as a result of mass public protests across 
pakistan became a real possibility.

The us government, despite the out-
cry of the pakistani masses, stuck to its 
stance. president obama led the demand 
for davis’s release on basis of diplomatic 
immunity and sent a special emissary in 
the person of John Kerry, chair of the us 
senate’s Foreign relations committee, to 
secure davis’s release. The pakistan gov-
ernment brushed its hands of the entire 

A Spate of Hate
Rising anti-Muslim sentiment in the US

By samra adeni

orange county, cA, February 13th, 
2011 – protesters picketed an event held 
by the local muslim community, chanting 
things such as, “go back home!”, “stupid 
terrorist!”, “go beat up your wife!” “Take 
your sharia and go home!” and other ter-
rible things that i don’t even feel comfort-
able typing. 

An “Anti-sharia rally” outside the 
White House on march 4th, 2011 – 
where people surrounded an unarmed 
muslim man praying and chanted, “get 
out, get out,” alternated with “Jesus loves 
you,” while casting small metal crosses 
on the ground near his feet. The entire 
spectacle was further peppered with 
even more hate speech and with t-shirts 
proclaiming, “everything i need to know 
about islam i learned from 9/11,” as well 
as statements by Florida pastor Terry 
Jones (who earlier courted controversy 
by announcing his intent to burn the 
Quran for allegedly heretical verses) 
about a supposed plan to put the Quran 
“on trial” and then “sentenced.” This was 
a blatant abuse of the First Amendment, 
ironically coupled with chants of “usA! 
usA! usA!”

These are just two highlights of the 
past few months where anti-muslim sen-
timent has been on the rise – in the work-
place, in the media, and on the streets. 
confusion, ignorance, and deliberate 
propaganda have led to more Americans 
lashing out at perceived radical islam. We 
are now plagued (again) by invisible lines 
within a country and dissent between 
Americans. if you don’t see something 
wrong with the above statement, you 
need to go back to history class.

Why is there so little awareness? i 
don’t mean at stanford.  i mean Ameri-
ca as a whole. it seems to be fear of the 
unknown that drives so many people to 
use such hateful rhetoric. offense as a 
means of defence against the perceived 
threat American muslims pose. Why, as 
one of the most developed countries in 
the world, with a high literacy rate and 
more-than-adequate access to technol-
ogy, are so many of us still ignorant? 

everyone knows the black race is not 
morally inferior and naturally ignorant. 
everyone knows the Jews are not out to 
destabilize society. The disgusting false-
hoods propagated by certain members 
of societies, centuries before, have now 
thankfully been eradicated from the 
minds of most of the American and 
global public. 

Why are muslims left behind? When 
teenagers shoot people in columbine, 
the entire population of adolescents is 
not put on trial. When Jared loughner, 
an apparent atheist, shot people, all athe-
ists are not branded with the scars of 
loughner’s crime.

When a christian commits a crime, 
hardly anyone looks to the Biblical verses 
of fire and brimstone to justify or tie his 
actions to the population of a global re-
ligion. comparing islamic extremists 
to the population of muslims across the 
world is like comparing all white people, 
or all christian people, or all men, to the 

Ku Klux Klan.
some might say there’s a difference – 

that crimes committed by people who 
happen to be christian are not done in 
the name of religion – and this is true. 
But even when abhorrent acts are com-
mitted in the name of religion, such as 
the Westboro Baptist church picketing 
funerals, the entire religion does not take 
the rap. The Westboro Baptist church 
causes emotional pain to homosexuals, 
all in the name of religion – but this does 
not mean that all christians, or even all 

Baptists or calvinists are anti-gay, hateful 
extremists.

How can it be that we Americans can 
see statements like “Anti-muslim senti-
ment on the rise” as a newspaper head-
line and not wonder, “What has hap-
pened to our country?” if you replace 
the word “muslim” with “Jew,” or “Black,” 
or even “Woman” – other groups which 
have been discriminated against for vari-
ous reasons including religion, race, or 
gender – there would be a nationwide 
uproar and a demand for an immediate 
end to such bigotry. We would be actively 
trying to reduce the feelings of ill-will in 
the general public and the discrimination 
against fellow Americans who differed 
from you in creed. The problem of rising 
hatred and xenophobia against muslims 
in America is huge, and yet we seem to 
accept it with an air of resignation. it is 
wrong at the very core. it does not belong 
in this country, which ought to be open, 
accepting, and tolerating; the country 
that has fought for equality and vowed 
to treat everyone the same regardless of 
caste or creed. it goes against everything 
we stand for as Americans. it goes against 
the First Amendment, against the ideals 
of the constitution, and against the rea-
son why settlers came to America in the 
first place. land of the Free? When there 
can be Americans out there who are dis-
criminated against or subject to emotion-
al pain because of the religion they prac-

The roots of Anti-Americanism
How arrogance abroad causes problems for the US

Continued, p. 17 Continued, p. 17

while the US stands alone as the world’s superpower, it cannot 
simply do anything that it wants to do.

http://civilianmilitaryintelligencegroup.com/?p=2734
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tice, America cannot be completely free. 
recognizing the intensity and unfairness 
of the issue is the first step. rectifying it 
will come later. 

What’s the point of including a piece 
like this in a stanford newspaper? stan-
ford students are more than aware of the 
importance of diversity, of treating people 
fairly, and of being wary of making gross 
generalizations about any race, country, 
or religion. it is because there are people 
in our country who are still badly misin-
formed and need to be educated about 
the dangers of bigotry. And while there 
is a sizable population that is negatively 
biased against a certain religion, the First 
Amendment of our revered constitution 
is unfortunately not going to be a reality 
for some people. There are Americans 
out there who are oppressed, discriminat-
ed against, and undergo emotional pain 
that others are not subjected to because 
of their religion.

And while stanford students may not 
need an article like this to inform them-
selves, we should use it as a means to 
remind ourselves – that though we may 
grow complacent, the problem itself will 

never diminish in its core erroneousness. 
And as brilliant college students with a 
hold on the future, i just ask one thing: that 

we keep our heads free of judgment, that 
we remain sceptical of subjective journal-
ism, that we strive to help equal oppor-

tunities and rights reach every American, 
and ensure that every American feels free 
and safe in his country, no matter the 
color of his skin, the clothes he may wear, 
what is in his head, or what his religion 
is. gandhi once said, “We must be the 
change we wish to see in this world.” You 
rarely find anyone in the West who does 
not speak or think highly of gandhi, the 
indian freedom activist. You also rarely 
find anyone who knows the specifics of 
how he died – killed by a fellow Hindu 
because the assassin thought he was too 
sympathetic to the muslim minority.

This is not a new problem, and this is 
not only America’s problem, just as the 
issue of discrimination has always been 
present and has always caused political, 
economic, and social differences. man 
is the only creature that tears himself on 
the basis of invisible dotted lines – is it in-
evitable, given the nature of humankind 
and the fact that America has been fight-
ing wars in iraq and Afghanistan, and 
the gulf for a while now, that some of the 
negative sentiment in people is directed 
towards the muslims? The answer we 
ought to give is that it is not.  n

matter by saying the case was with the 
courts and that it could do nothing. upon 
not getting the kind of response it want-
ed, the us tried to pressure pakistan by 
threatening to sever economic aid and re-
strict diplomatic interaction between the 
two countries if davis was not released. 
This exacerbated the anti-us hysteria in 
the country, as it lent credence to the no-
tion in pakistan that us picks and dumps 
allies on its own terms. eventually, the us 
government found an ingenious way to 

get davis released. With the help of paki-
stan’s notorious intelligence agency isi, 

the us paid over $2 million in compen-
sation, also called “bloody money,”  to the 
families of the killed and secured a highly 

controversial legal pardon for davis from 
the pakistani courts under a provision of 
sharia law in the pakistani constitution.

For most pakistanis, this entire inci-
dent was a slight to their national integ-
rity. They saw us tactics of arm-twist-
ing, threats, and innuendoes as show of 
American arrogance on their soil. The 
disregard of American officials for the 
value of a pakistani citizen’s life and the 
country’s due process was all the more 
humiliating; it gave an impression that 

pakistan was a client state of the united 
states; it also gave rise to a feeling that if in 
future things do not turn out the way the 
American decision-makers desire, the 
us might even consider invading paki-
stan.Thus a feeling that a country, which 
was more powerful, had undermined the 
pakistani nation’s respect took hold in the 
pakistan populace. The entire national 
psyche was troubled and affected by it. 
This was anti-Americanism – because of 
American arrogance.  n

A Spate of Hate, cont.

The roots of Anti-Americanism, cont.

it would not disclose expenses, probably 
spends more. its in-house immigra-
tion team numbers 20 lawyers and staff 
members. silicon valley giants have 
spent top-dollar in Washington d.c so 
they can recruit and keep foreign na-
tionals who graduate from prestigious 
engineering programs across the united 
states. 

eager for top talent, companies made 
163,000 applications for the 65,000 slots 
in 2008. google applied for 300 of them; 
90 were denied. The united states’ strin-
gent visa policy for skilled immigrant 
workers means that companies like 
google, microsoft, and Facebook con-
tinue to lose out on brilliant program-
mers like sanjay mavinkurve who can 
be a real driving force for innovation 
in an economy that relies heavily on 
innovation as a competitive advantage 
and source of rapid job growth. propo-
nents of the H1-B visa begin by narrat-
ing a story of a brilliant programmer 
who came to the united states, became 
extremely successful, and started an in-
novative business that is currently pro-
viding employment to a large number 
of people. 

critics of H1-B visas, allowing com-
panies to recruit talented workers 
abroad, counter that adding to the exist-
ing pool of foreign workers steals jobs 
and depresses wages for us workers. 
often times foreigners, seeking to en-
joy the higher quality of life offered by 
the united states, misuse the H1-B visa 
avenue for temporary employment in 
the united states and approach “body 
shops” of questionable legality. Body 
shops have been known to masquerade 
unskilled workers as programmers and 
engineers to bring them into the united 
states, where they work regular jobs at 
lower wages. 

Although nowhere near as subver-
sive as body shops, foreign workers’ 
lack of bargaining power with their us 
employers also depresses wages for us 
citizens. skilled H1-B claimants remain 
tied to their employers because immi-
gration paperwork, including re-sub-
mitting an application for green cards 
or permanent residency, tends to be 
cumbersome and has few guarantees. 
since foreign nationals are frequently 
un-willing to renegotiate pay increases 
with employers, the rationale follows 

that us workers would have also had a 
hard time securing wage increases with 
the prevailing excess supply of workers 

in the market. 
The shared sentiment between critics 

seems to be that retracting H1-B visa is-

suances will propel under-paid skilled 
foreign workers to return to develop-
ing countries where they can contribute 
more meaningfully toward economic 
development by benevolently and 
sometimes magically transferring the 
knowledge gained in the united states. 
While i cannot dispute the economic 
rationale that adding 65,000 skilled 
workers to the labor force expands sup-
ply and depresses wages, even though it 
is a still only a tiny fraction of the skilled 
us labor force, i am not satisfied by the 
argument that the united states should 
force workers to return to developing 
countries. in reality, hardware and soft-
ware engineers receiving formal educa-
tion and training in the united states 
are not going to return home to rwanda 
and pakistan, where they lack the infra-
structure and opportunity to continue 
as engineers. rather, they will migrate to 
china and india in what culminates as 
the transfer of a competitive advantage. 
The innovation-led economy, once care-
fully nurtured by a nourishing blend of 
us patent and corporate law, will slowly 
be eroded by the exodus of foreign tal-
ent.   n

losing out on the best and brightest, cont.

Hardware and 
software engineers 
receiving formal 
education and 
training in the United 
States are not going 
to return to rwanda 
and Pakistan. If they 
are not allowed to stay 
in the United States, 
they will migrate 
to China and India, 
depriving Americans 
of their competitive 
advantage in 
innovative markets.

while we probably cannot root out all discrimination against Muslims, 
we should not let such prejudice go unabated.

http://www.islamconcepts.com/2009/08/30/are-women-allowed-to-pray-in-mosque/

American arrogance 
is a root cause of Anti-
Americanism.
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Although IHUM is a required program for all Stanford students, 
it continues to receive mixed reviews.

Write for The Cardinal PrinCiPle  .  .  .
And Reap the Rewards

The Cardinal PrinCiPle is a member of  the Colle-
giate Network of  independent newspapers on 
college campuses nationwide. Founded in 1979, the Net-
work today numbers 109 member papers. Those who 
work for CN-affiliated newspapers are eligible for a vari-
ety of  opportunities and benefits:

get a Journalism Job: Paid internships & Fellowships
The CN offers paid summer internships 
and postgraduate, year-long fellowships 
at prominent media venues. Fellows and in-
terns work as real journalists. Write for the 
front page of  the Washignton Times or serve 
as a full voting member of  USA Today’s Edi-
torial Board. Alumni include:  Jonathan Karl, 
national security correspondent for ABC 
News, and Naomi Schaefer Riley, deputy 
taste editor, Wall Street Journal.

go to Prague in the Summer: geo-Strategic Journalism Course
The CN annually invites 12 of  its best 
student reporters to an expenses-paid 
foreign correspondence course in 
Washington, D.C., and Prague, Czech 
Republic. The CN gives students access 
to key players in both nations. In return, 
students write three reporting pieces. 
The CN works to get these stories pub-
lished. 

learn from the Best:  Conferences and reporting Courses

USa Today 
ST. loUiS PoST-diSPaTCh

new york PoST

The weekly STandard

radio Free eUroPe (PragUe)
naTional review          and more  .  .  .

Contact Gregory Hirshman at ghirshman@stanford.edu for more information. Visit the CN’s website: www.collegiatenetwork.org.

Each member paper sends two editors to one of  
the CN’s two Editors Conferences each fall. The 
CN also offers Professional Reporting Courses 
and other training and networking events, all of  
which are expenses-paid opportunities to con-
nect with professional journalists and fellow stu-
dent reporters around the nation. 

Prague u.S. aMBaSSaDor BrieFiNg
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and i would say the same thing to fac-
ulty.

7. do you believe that if there were 
more forums like The Cardinal Prin-
ciple that there would be less partisan 
bickering and more genuine debate?

Well, as i understand it, what you try 
to do is you try to show the breadth of 
ideological, political, and philosophical 
thought at stanford and to make certain 
that the students are exposed to voices 
from different parts of those spectrums, 
and i think that is a very useful thing to 
do particularly for a student-led publica-
tion.  

Well there might be partisan bickering 
anyway.  We’ve had partisan bickering in 
the united states since its founding, but 
i do think that opportunities for people 
to speak to issues from different perspec-
tives, political, ideological, and philo-
sophical, in a civilized way is healthy for 
stanford and healthy for democracy, and 
so any effort to make sure people are en-
gaging in a whole range of ideas is very 
much worth it.  And yes, i think our pol-
itics would be well served by it. 

8. what do you think that other stu-
dents who are interested in promot-
ing ideological diversity should do to 
encourage civil political discourse and 
genuine dialogue at their schools or 
universities?

Well i think that the students should 
insist on hearing a variety of views and 
then taking those views seriously. it is 
very easy to drown out views that you 
don’t want to hear, particularly in the 
age of the internet where you can get on 

the internet and sort of choose to go to 
websites that support your own point 
of view.  That is a sure recipe for lack-
ing creativity in your thinking.  it is a 
sure recipe for suddenly being shocked 
when you do not debate your own po-
sition well because you have never actu-
ally debated someone before, and it is a 
sure recipe for being less effective when 
you go out into the larger world, and so 
i think that students have to insist on 
being able to hear a range of views, and 
then they have to hear them.  if you do 
not think in the classroom you are hear-
ing a range of views, you should bring it 
up, not in a confrontational way, but talk 
to the faculty member about it.

if you feel you are in a setting with 
other students where other views are not 
being heard, then insist that other views 
be heard.  The university, more than any 
place, ought to be open to a range of views 
because it is the only way you hone argu-
ments.  it is the only way you test your 
views and your positions.  i would hate 
to think the first time you heard a com-
pelling argument against what you think 
would be after you left college. That’s not 
a very good place to be.  n

have been dependent on fossil fuels for 
too long.  This hurts our economy and 
puts our national security at risk.  it’s also 
changing the climate of the planet and is 
affecting our environment.  The Harvard 
Health project did a recent study that es-
timates 83 million people will die from 
lung related diseases in china between 
2003 and 2033 because of their pollution 
problems. it’s time to change our depen-
dence on oil and coal.

 i think there is going to be a revolu-
tion in electric cars, solar and wind, and 
energy efficient buildings.  There is also 
going to be a revolution in recycling.  We 
need to understand that revolution is not 
always a bad thing.  i want America to 
lead this revolution.

5. you recently attended a state din-
ner held for chinese leader Hu jintao. 
what was that experience like and how 
do you see chinese-u.s. relations de-
veloping over the next few years? How 
do human rights play into chinese-u.s. 
relations?

my wife and i were honored to attend 
the dinner for the president of china.  
The dinner was actually very small for a 
state dinner (225 people), but the attend-
ee list was extraordinary.   The us-china 
relationship is the most important in the 
world.  many issues including trade, the 
environment, foreign policy, and hu-
man rights will dominate our relation-

ship for years to come.  it’s important to 
remember that both nations have more 
in common than we typically realize.  in 
short, we need more engagement, more 
students from each country studying in 
the other country, and more Americans 
learning chinese.

6. i am originally from wisconsin 
and have been closely following the 
union fights there. what is your per-
sonal stance on the issue, and why do 
you think President obama at first 
seemed to stand behind the unions and 
then backed off the issue?

Both the state of Wisconsin and the 
unions need to make concessions to bal-

ance the budget. rather than trying to 
find a bipartisan solution, i think gover-
nor Walker is using the situation for po-
litical gain.  Attacking the public employ-
ees’ right to collective bargaining is the 
most polarizing thing the governor could 
do, at the worst possible time.

7. President obama has pledged to 
cut u.s. spending in order to bring or-
der back to the federal deficit. However, 
he has spent more than any other first-
term u.s. President. what role do you 
see the deficit playing in the 2012 presi-
dential election?

president obama just submitted a 
budget that proposes over $1 trillion in 

cuts over the next decade.  i give him 
great credit for this.  The president came 
into office in the midst of the largest re-
cession since the great depression.  He 
had little choice but to put forward a 
significant stimulus plan.  He also chose 
to provide financial support for the auto 
industry.  i think history will judge both 
actions very favorably.  certainly preserv-
ing the manufacturing strength of the na-
tion’s midwest was an important win for 
this country.

Having said that, the president and 
congress will need to find common 
ground to cut both entitlements and de-
fense spending.  The republican con-
gress’ efforts to try to cut discretionary 
spending like education and basic re-
search and development is a mistake.

8. as you probably know, the mission 
of The Cardinal Principle is to print well-
written and respectful articles from any 
political viewpoint in order to stimulate 
debate on campus. do you believe that 
having more publications and forums 
that promote genuine dialogue would 
help encourage greater bipartisanship 
and compromise?

Without a doubt.  The level of partisan-
ship in Washington and sacramento is 
worse than ever, and that hurts all Ameri-
cans.  We need elected officials who are 
willing to reach across the aisle to find 
common sense bipartisan solutions. n

write for The Cardinal Principle!
E-mail us at ghirshman@stanford.edu

or visit us online at www.TheCardinalPrinciple.com

An Interview with Steve westly, cont.

An Interview with Condoleezza rice, cont.

Steve westly (front right in a blue shirt) with President obama and 
other top Silicon Valley executives.

http://www.tech-ex.net/2011/02/photo-of-steve-jobs-at-white-house.html

Condoleezza rice speaks to an audience with defense Secretary 
donald rumsfeld looking on.

http://sofami.com/dodaac&page=3
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By GreGory HirsHman

About Condoleezza Rice:

Condoleezza Rice is a well-known po-
litical scientist and diplomat. She served 
as the 66th United States Secretary of State 
under President George W. Bush.  She was 
the first African American woman to hold 
that office. Rice served as National Secu-
rity Advisor during Bush’s first term and 
was the first woman to hold that position.
Before joining the Bush administration, 
she was a political science professor and 

a provost at Stanford University. She also 
served in the George H. W. Bush admin-
istration as the Soviet and East European 
Affairs Advisor for the National Security 
Council during the dissolution of the So-
viet Union. In March 2009, she returned 
to Stanford. She currently teaches political 
science and is the Thomas and Barbara 
Stephenson Senior Fellow on Public Policy 
at the Hoover Institution.

1. what was the most important les-
son you learned during your time as 
secretary of state?

Well, i had been in a lot of positions of 
authority and a manager throughout my 
career, but i think the most important 
lesson that i learned is to try and make 
sure that you have good antennae about 
what is going on in your organization 
and to try and get people to bring you 
news or problems when they are still 
solvable rather than having them sprung 
on you late in the game.  And i think that 
is something that every manager learns, 
that you can’t be surprised.  You can fix 
almost any problem, but surprise is the 
real problem.

2. why did you choose to come back 
to stanford after serving as secretary 
of state?

i have always assumed i would come 
back to stanford.  it was not really a de-
cision.  i just always assumed i would 
come back.  i am a university person.  i 
love being a professor.  i always said that 
it was a kind of detour to go and be a 
government official.  i’m really a univer-
sity professor at heart, an academic at 
heart.  And i have been at stanford now 
for thirty years, which is a really long 

time, so it was never even a question 
that i would be coming back here and 
go back to teaching and doing research 
and being involved again in the life and 
the mind of one of the greatest universi-
ties on earth. 

3. do you find your time now as a 
private citizen more or less enjoyable 
than your time in government?

Well, they are just very different.  
When you are a government official, 
when you are secretary of state, every 
waking moment is really about your 
work and about your job.  You try to get 
away.  You try to go to a Kennedy cen-
ter concert.  You try to go see friends for 
dinner, but it is ever present.  There is no 
such thing as personal time when you 
are in those positions, and you feel the 
stress.  You try not to, and you try to put 
it in the back of your mind to keep func-
tioning.  As a university professor, there 
are moments when i am really on, when 
i am teaching, when i am doing my 
book, and so forth, but when i go to the 
basketball game, i am at the basketball 
game, and it is very different being in 
those high-powered government jobs.

 
4. do you ever hope to serve again 

as a public official in the future?

i do not know what you would do af-
ter you were secretary of state.  it is sort 
of the best job in government as george 
schultz once put.  i cannot really see 
what i would do again.

5. switching gears, do you believe 
that stanford does a good job in pro-
moting ideological diversity on cam-
pus?

Well, i do not think it is up to stanford 
to promote ideological diversity.  uni-
versities are very decentralized places, 
and i think it is really the responsibility 
of the university to hire the best faculty 
in their fields, and then i think it is up 
to those faculty to give equal weight to 
different views and political, ideologi-
cal, historical, whatever you want to call 
them, views.  i think that is really the re-
sponsibility of the faculty.

6. what do you think that The Car-
dinal Principle adds to the stanford 
experience by focusing on promoting 
ideological diversity?

oh certainly there’s room for im-
provement, and i do not mean to say 
that faculty do not have ideological posi-
tions, but for instance, in the course that 
i just taught, i assigned books that were 
very critical of the Bush administration’s 
policies in iraq or in Afghanistan, and i 
think that is an obligation because this is 
supposed to be a place of debate.  And 
i always say to my students if you ever 
find yourself constantly in the company 
of those who are saying amen to every-
thing you say, then find other company, 

An Interview with Steve westly
Insights from a successful businessman and politician

By sam ecker

About Steve Westly:

Steve Westly is a well-known venture 
capitalist, politician, and Stanford alum-
nus. He served as the State Controller 
of California from 2003 to 2007, nearly 
won the Democratic nomination for gov-
ernor of California in 2006, and served 
as the California Campaign Co-Chair 
for Obama for America in the 2008 pres-
idential election.  He was one of eBay’s 
earliest executives and retired from the 
company in 2000 as a senior vice presi-
dent. He is currently  a managing part-
ner of The Westly Group, one of the 
largest clean technology venture capital 
firms in the country. Westly graduated 
from Stanford University in 1978 with a 
B.A. in History and received an M.B.A in 
Public Management from the Stanford 
Graduate School of Business in 1983. 

1. while you are now a well-estab-
lished, highly successful venture capi-
talist and prominent political figure, 
you were also once a stanford under-
graduate. How would you character-
ize your career path and what were the 
most important steps for you along the 
way?

First, i think going to stanford is 
one of the best decisions i made in my 
life.  i was not a particular stand out in 
high school and was very lucky just to 
get in. To keep up, i learned to be very 
disciplined, and this trait has served me 
very well throughout my life.  i had also 
never run for student office or served in 
any leadership position in high school.  
At stanford i became very active in the 
anti-Apartheid movement and was later 
elected Assu co-president.    i’m sure i 
was a thorn in the side of the university, 
but i learned that to change the world 
sometimes, you can’t take “no” for an an-
swer.

2. not only were you a stanford un-
dergraduate, but you also graduated 
from the stanford Graduate school of 
Business and later taught there for five 
years. How was your experience as a 
graduate student different from life as 
an undergraduate, and what skills were 
you able to further develop?

graduate school was completely differ-
ent.  it is much more intense, much more 
rigorous, and was one of the best things 
i ever did in my life.  The best courses i 
took at the gsB were not in business--
they were in negotiations, interpersonal 
dynamics, creativity and leadership.  The 
gsB has done a great job of developing a 
curriculum in areas that go beyond ac-
counting and finance, but are essential in 
business and politics.

As much as i enjoyed being a student at 
the Business school (other than account-
ing)-- teaching there was the single most 
fun and rewarding thing i have done in 
my life.  The students are exceptional, 
and the school is the best in the world.

 3. as a former california state con-
troller and gubernatorial candidate, in 
what ways did your experience as assu 
President prepare you for a political ca-
reer?

running for office is never easy.  it 
takes a lot of commitment, stamina, and 
determination.  There are very few times 
in your life when all of your peers vote 
up or down on you as a person--and that 
takes a certain amount of courage.  run-
ning for office is one of them.  if you want 
to change the world, holding office is one 

of most powerful ways to do this.
When we worked on the anti-apart-

heid movement, the president of stan-
ford and every member of the Board 
of Trustees told us that we were wrong.  
The university maintained that the com-
panies the university invested in were 
actually a positive force in south Africa-
-even though black citizens there were 
segregated and denied basic rights, in-
cluding the right to vote.  many said we 
were downright irresponsible.

But i learned at stanford that if you 
believe in something strongly enough, 
you have to stand up for it.  great accom-
plishments don’t happen without a fight.  
over two thousand students gathered to 
close down the university over stanford’s 
investment policy in south Africa and 
293 were arrested.  Frankly, i was scared 
to death.

When nelson mandela was freed 
from jail and became president of south 
Africa, he said south Africa would never 
have been freed from the chains of apart-
heid had it not been for the international 
labor and student movements.  There are 
few things i have been prouder of since.

4. you are currently a managing 
partner of The westly Group, one of 
the largest clean technology venture 
capital firms in the country. what 
sparked your interest in clean technol-
ogy, and where do you expect to see the 
most growth within the sector in the 
next few years?

When i graduated from stanford, i 
went to work for the department of en-
ergy in the office of conservation and 
solar, so i have been passionate about re-
newable energy for 30 years.  in short, we 

An Interview with Condoleezza rice
Insights from the former Secretary of State

Steve westly, President obama’s California Campaign Co-Chair, and 
Condoleezza rice, former President bush’s Secretary of State, tack-

led key issues in interviews with The Cardinal Principle.

http://venturacountydemocrats.com/tag/steve-westly/ http://forums.skadi.net/showthread.php?p=906868
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